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• ABSTRACT 
Chapter 1 of this paper contains the general theory of 
clumps, Chapter 2 deals with three applications of this 
theory in associative information retrieval, and Chapter 3 
presents a procedure for computing clumps. I 
. 
r-· Chapter 1 deals with the abstract structure (T,M), 
where T --is a non-empty set and M is a binary, symmetric, 
... 
•· _, __ ....... _ ...... , ... ,__ .. ,·~ .•~»=· .. ' 
· · non-negative extended re~l-valued function which is positive 
on the diagonal of T. Section 1.1 is devoted to general 
ba~kground. Section 1.2 deals with alternative approaches 
- --- -- -.- in defining·(T,M). In Section 1.3-, Mt(A) is defined to be 
___ , -- -- -- - 2 f M ( t , t ' ) : t 1
€
 Aj when A is a countable subset of' T and tE. T. 
Observing that the countable subsets of T form a <T-ring of 
-- -- . 
-- . - . -
-- ... 
-
- . - -· 
-
- . ' - . - ·--. 
'• measuralrle se·ts-, Mt is -a positive measure , called the 
.-
_,_ t-induced -M-measure, for each t~T. In Section 1.4, two 
.·---.--.... -.e-.=..,..,_____,.,,.~. -
......... 
--------~-s-u-b-s-ets·--x and 13 or--T are defined to t·ouch each other when 
M(a,b)>O ~for some ae,A- and some bcB. A class of subsets .of- -... ~ -- -
T is se:parateg if no two distinct sets in the class touc~. _________________ ..,...,.....--. 
-
- .. - -
_ _.:..-------·· --·-·- - -
each other. · A subset of T · is connected whenever no deco~po--- · ~ .. 
.- sition containing two or more sets is ·separated. . . For each 
. . . ---· ·-- ---~. ---- . ··--· .. . 
,-f"'-,----------·····--·······-···'"·.' ... -------c,- -----~--
----·-:·· . . 
.. . 
. --- --~-- -~ --~--------
- .. 








- - sep~rated~· _ Fundamental- ·prope~ties of these and other 
·#,.~ · - concepts ~re stated, i~terrelated, and used in Section +.•5, . - ,_. 
,, ·,-, 
' -~. 
A nqn~.e;mpty _· 
·- - -- ---·--. - J ~- ~--- ,-• .. :' - -·- ·_ 
-. which intro~uces ·,the notion of· an R-c.lump •. . . . ' •·.'.""" .... -
. . c-;;,· 
·. ~"!- ·.-·--- . ·-. .. . . ~- . 
' . 
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• . ,ir • 
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- . . , . 
- . 
.. ·. _-.:. 
. ·'• · .. 
.. ~-
~ -:-_-_ = .!!'.±tr 
- :;:;.·;.:. ;,;,,--- .•. . 
.. - - .; ..... ---"'.:.-,·~- -
,,4a 
.; .,., 
<=--"'-- =-=:.@=i ~· I 
2 
subset A of Tis an R-£1Um£ whenever for each ttA and each 
countable B£;T, I1t (B-A)~ r~t (A) o There is a lwaya an R-clump 
cover of To Measurable unions of R-clumps are R~clumpso 
If the union over a separated class is an R-clump, each set 
in that class is an R~clumpo An atomic R-clump is one which 
is not expressible as the union of two properly included 
R-clumps. Each atomic R-clump is connected. If Mt is 
bounded for each tET, using the fact that each T-component 
is then countable, it is shown that R-clumps are generable 
from atomic R-clumps by taking unions. Strong clump~ are 
-connected R-clumps. 
Chapter 2 presents an interpretation of T as a set of 
vocabulary terms used to characterize a document collection 
.and of Mas an associative term-term matrix. Strong clumps 
are term sets which hopefully have intuitive as well as 
-Yormal coherence. A concrete exa~ple is given as an illus-
tration. Strong.clumps may be used in man-machine negotia-m' 
- -- -----
~------·- -·----·-··----·--··-~----~-
- . -- --····---·-·--------·-- -·-- . 
' 
--~· ·---··-·-- .. -- - --------·- - ' , . ---·- -
. -e-i-o-1r;· ··rn--· system-managed inf o·rmal vocabulary control, and in 
finding articulation points of T-components. 
Chapter 3 presents a procedure for comp~ting~ str_o.u.ng"-··_ ---:---·-ot> _______ _ 
. 
. 
· clumps •. The analytic component .:o:f ·th~s p~oc-edlll'e·-us-e-s--- · · 
''"'y. facts about non-atomic :a-clumps · of a given cardinality tQ · · --- ___ L~~~"~~ ,----
-
---·----·-···---------
------·-----····- ---- -· 
------·---------- - -----·--·--·-·-- .. isolate atomic R-clumps of that cardinality. The_gener~ ... 
--·-· .. ....:.. --· ·--·-· -·~ .::--.--·-·····: ·. · .: .... ' ··_-r·--~---~'.~-t·ive component uses a,tomic R-clumps to 'COmpute non-atomic·. __ , , · ·-. -· ~ ...... -·~.. 
. .. 
, -v, I 
· · _ -: R--clumps . of nigher cardinalities by taking ~niorts. Final.ly, .. 
· equival.ent procedures,· e:st··imating procedures, :_and short-cut ·L--.--1 
' .. -•. procedures for eomputing __ ~lump~ are 'prie_fly di.scus-sed.-- · 
·,----
.. , 
. ' ~ . . ;-" . 
. . · ~ :-2.. . . -
. ' 
- . I 
."~. 
·~ .. , .. 
.• . 
'-:-- ... -.. 
' L· 
---~--- - 0 -
~--· ' ' 
.i,· • 
• 
. .....,._. ,· 
~ .. 
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CHAP.rER ONE: THE THEORY OF CLUMPS 
Section 1.1: General Preliminaries and Notation. 
The following notational conventions are observed. 
.. "-'-'-• . --· ... ·'- ·- _ .. -- -- -<=-". - -· .- . 
The phrase "if and only if" is abbreviated as "iff". Let 
A and B be sets. I/ Al{, the cardinality of A, is the number 
0£ elements of A. The· set A is either finite, countably 
infinite, or uncountable depending upon which of the~e 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive properties is ascribed 
· to JI A//. A is counta·ble if.f A is either finite or countably 
infinite. fJ(A), the power set of A, is the class of all 
. subsets of A. B-A., the relative complemen.t of A with 
respect to B, is Ix: xE-B and x¢AJ. A><'B, the Cartesian ___ -~-=---~· 
-----~-product of A with B, is f(a,b): a~A and bE:B:J (where (a,l>) ' 
. 
is the ordered pair whose first. element is a and whose 
. 
--------
-·-. -- . 
. ·-··-----~·-·--· ..... - - -· 
__ , ... 
_.,:____---· second ---e·leme·nt is b).. Also, fij is the empty set. 
. ,-,· Let fB~ f)(T). LB is disJ~iB"!!~g iff for each ·B1 ,B2eB, ·- . - - - ~ ---..- if B11'B2 'then B1nB2=0~ Tir is a £~~om;eosij;!on of set A i:ff--:-· - -.. ---------- j..._......... ..... ~-J'•-- ••· • .& •, 0 
~L • • 
· ··-··------
-"(8 ls disjointed, ¢¢a3, and ... A=U1B. ~ --~· :C" ____ _ - __ -,a..--------------~ .. ~ __ // ___ _ 
. lN _ is the .S,f?t of all_ posi·tive int~ge.rs; and w is the i , , . - ~- < - • ---- .. ... , 





- ~ . _--=~~"-~---:-~-- ·(an)is th'e·s~quence with terms a1 , a2 , a,,.•••·~ --... · 
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. . :/ 
.. . ·i--· 
, ! . 
' : . 
-...; . 
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.~ . .. -- ~ - - -- :: 
. l . 
i 
-·-:······ .;:.;·~· ··-- .. .. -
.. 
. ' 
. ' - '·.• .. -·--




_ .... . 
-------
. _, ... ----. •. 
. ,_:., 
, I 
. . . ~.. ' . 
. :. ·-. . It 
\• 
- -
- -- --·----------- . 
............ - .. ·-
'?P I -
• 
the only non-real which is a non-negative extended real • 
.No\~J 0°0'0==0; and for each r&:JR*, r.:s;;O<), r+oc=D0 9 rGDO=OO if 
r >O 1 and oo-r== oc if r;l.o<Jo The value of c;<)~ oO is not 
definedo Topologically, JR* is the obvious one-point 
compactification o:f JR. 
Let A be countable, and let f be a function which 
maps A into JR*. Then .L f r(a): atA1 is the summation over 
all_values which f attains as a function of each element 
of A. It follows by an elementary fact about series of 
no n-n e ga ~iv e reals that Z.fr(a): a,A1 is a ~ique element 
4 
in JR* if A is countable (i.e., an abs·oiliutely convergent 
series has a unique limit regardless of the arrangement of 
' the terms of the series). ,L fr (a): aefJ1 is defined to be 
. . zero·. · Finally, f is said to be bounded: iff· for· some reJR,. · 
.. f(a)<:r for each aEA • 
. Section 1~2: 
~ ' ... "" . ' . . 
' 
' 
' \ General Framework of the-Theory. 
- --·-··----~-~----~---
----------~-~- --
-·-· ···----------- -----· ·····-----
' In its most general setting, the theoretical portion· 
of this thesis is conc.erned with the properties of a 
,. 
.· ·no!l--t.'_~p~y set T. associated. with-- .a- .reflexi-ve and -'Symmetric--· ~ __ --,--__ 
" 
binary relation eon T which· is I:~beled in.a-symmetric way 
by. the. function m which maps 8 into ]R*~foJ~ In ·oth~r -- -· --- ...f)--~ -'--- ---~--
--- --
--
. ' ~ ,-·------~ -
. ---...--- -----~.;~. -
' . 
__ __. ... _ :r, 
------, --. words, one may consid.er a .structure (T,9,m) with the 
__ .. 










-· - ........ ----•-,11 ............. ----1-~-- ___.._ -----' --~--- . . . . ! -
_(' . 
)... . 
· · . · (m-ii,?-) ·-· .. m is a .function which maps 8 i.nto 1 lR*--'to}~ - {, .. , ...• , . -
- : -· - -: 
~ 
- -_. - '~' 
' - ,·, .i . 
...• - -· 
l ,- . ·;· - :_~. ,- - ' . 
. '1 .:· ,. ,..,. •.. 
• ,· - _r 
\. 









... ··"' ·~ ' 
''ti,. 
,:,. . ' 
. ' 
., • l 
, . 
. .!<~: ._ .... -. .'!~ ... ' 
--
. --r,_!! -· _. -




. __ ..__,-_ '' . . 
-------~-
'- .-::: --·-, .. -_ .. --,: _.-,--;;, __ 
___ _?. _::::;:-_ I I 
-=~·-·· - ~-~,=,-I I 
5 
(m-iv) 9 is reflexive on T (iee~, for each t£T, t9t). 
(m-v) 9 is symmetric on T (i.e., for each t 1 ,t2ET, 
if t19t2 then t2etl)o 
' 
(m-vi) m labels 9 symmetrically (i.e., for each 
t 1 ,t2ET, if t 1et2 then m(t1 ,t2 )=m(t2 ,t1 ) ). 
The function m from 9 into lR*-{oJ may be extended to a 
function M from TXT into JR* so that M(t1 , t 2 )=m(t1 , t 2 ) 
• 
' 
-··- . '" '., . 
· iff t 1Gt2 and so that M(t1 ,t2 )=0 iff t 1St2 • )· 
- '"'"" --- ·-- - .. -- - _, ___ - . 
r,.e 
Alternatively, one may consider this general setting 
as a non-empty set T associated with a function M which 
.. 
maps .T><T into JR* , which labels the diagonal of T posi- ,--
·r .- :· 
__ tively, and which labels TXT symmetrically. In other 
words, one may consider the structure (T,M) with the 
following properties: 
(M-1) Tii 0 
(M-ii) M is a function which maps Tx'T into JR'. 
(M-iii) M labels the diagonal of T positively (i.e~, 
- ---~------~----,------.. 
----------------------
:for each te-T, M(t,t)'> 0). -
- ------- ---·····----·····- -----·-·---· ------
-, ·-· ---···· ·---
- +---- -----.--- - -
--
(M-iv) M labels TXT symmetrically (i.e., fo·r each 
----·- --·- -
- -- ~------· ----
.. 
/' 






_ QI'le may define a binai;-y rel~tion _ 8' on ~- -so that~ for, each . . \' .- -- • .. -,------ . 
- .... -·_ t 1 ,t2ET,, t 1et2 i.ff M(t1 ,t2 )>,o. ,rt is clear from (M-iii_}_ ----~· _ ~--------·-·------ --------.--- -
' 
-










- ~ - -- - - - - ·- - ·---~ ------· ,_ - - - -----------------------~-~-_.;~--------"·~---- ----it· is _this s~_~ond approa·ch which is actually used ·in- -
" .. -
. . .- . ~----- -.. this paper's. development -of the· t:tieory o:f clumps·. 
. ' 
. 
· _ · __ . ··reflexive-. and symmetric . rela.tion. 9 ·. is required -so that : ,•_ ' 
• 
- .. . ..... ,. 
'• 
r' • ' • 
' :.: ... -.~: .... one may 'interpre:t "t1et2 ·~ as "t1 touches .t2 " , "t1 iS, pext 
. . ~ 
'. 
J' ,. " - • ·• 
,·--····---· ., 
,, 
. ~ .. 
1··._. '/" ' 
- . ' 
. ' ·, ~ 
) . ·, ' ' _. 
,.· l'" 
' . I '• ,• .. '~::•··--
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• 
;· - . ,' ' ' , -, .,-.- ·.·-:.~"' L .. 
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-. ·-. ,r j:.J _· .·. . ' . '' · .. ; ,-. . I 
I_ 
~ . .....,.,,:::at 
··."'. ·. - ~ -· .-- . - - -~--- .. ----- .. __ ·~._ .. -.... ~·-·_ . - --.: -·- -:...• , .: ·-·r.-.. 
••••• -_.,., - < 
I 
,, 
v• I ; • 
6 
·• _- --", • ·-- -·- '• __ --- ... ·:. ~·4- '-~ -·:·••-r- • 
to t 2 ", or "t1, is associated 1t1i th t 2 no Each element of T 
touches itself (e is reflexive on T); and for any two 
elements of T, if the first touches the second then the 
second touches the first (9 is symmetric on T)e Now one 
may also say that two subsets of T "touch each other" if 
some element of one touches some element of the other. 
Hence, it is more general to define Q as a binary relation 
on P(T) so that for each A,BE(P(T), AQB iff M(a,b):>O for 
some aEA and some bEB. For this reason, the second of the 
above. two approaches is technically preferable • 
.. ! •• 
.. -
.. 
Section 1.:.2= Measures Induced & Elements .Q! !• -
With respect to the structure (T,M) satisfying proper-
, 
ties (M-i) through (M--iv), the function Mis a "weighting" 
function which evaluates the "strength" of the relation 9 
between pairs of (singletons of) elements of T. Every 












-~------1 --~ and- for ·any· two elements of T, the first touches the second 
with the same M-strength with which the second touches the 
'• first. Since M is a weighting function_, __ QIJ.e · q~p then · .. --~-~ ,. - . ', .. ' ... - '.,,., ... , .. ---=-..--J.-,.------~---'-· ·,/ 
develop a natural, measure of a set relative to any £i:Jted 
.... 
.. 




- . -- ~- ··-·-
element t' of ·T •. Such a. measure is called t·he t-induced . ----------·····-- ·-. ----·-·. - ··--------··--·.-···-·-··· --~---·. . 
----··· ~-------- ~-·-···----~--------' 
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··- ........ -.,v,-··---'····-r--• - -...--· -- .• - ... --~-- - - -- ··---- --- -· .. -
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- , ____ j .. -. . M-m·easurt,;· and -for each tET, there is such a measure. The 
w• 
. ---- .. - ·--- -.... - -.:......,- . --~--- - - .. -------- --- . 
. 
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. ,' .._ .. ' ·. . . 
· · · and rela.ted to th_~ ·"weighting" func.tion M. · 
DEF'N ·1: Let· 'rfl~7P(T)_. Then m ·is a o-~ring. iii -T if:f: 
• • .I-_ 
. . --~-(i ) . (Jc.in_ ; ···:· " . J • 
L. 
l 
. ,,_ I 
'. ' • r .,... : . 
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If <An) is a sequence of elements of '!fl, then 





If A,BE1f/, then A-Bt'fl/_. 
7/lis a u -algebra in T if f 'ffl is a tr -ring in T for 
which Tt '!!/_. 
7flc is de.fined as [AE{J (T): A is countable! • 
REMARK: ifl.c is clearly a 0--ring in T; 
the 0--ring of countable subsets of T. 
0--algebra in Tiff Tis countaole. 
and '!1/.c is called 
. ,./...) 
Clearly, 'Yfl..c £s a 
7 
DEF• N 2: Let 7/7. be a o-.:.ring in T., and let I{ be a function 
which maps 1r/. into JR*. Then;< is a EOSitive measure on 'II[ . 
if:f: ... -- . ~ .- ' 
. . 
(i) }A, is not id_entically oo; i.e., for some AE?n, · 
},{ (A)< oo ; ~ and ... ~ ~ "!:.· 
·, 
(ii))'\ is countably additive; i.e., for each dis-
co 00. 
jointed sequence (An) Or elements o:t 'fll, ;<(n~ An)= ~ft(An) • · · 
•. , 







«-t~· ---· - ---s es. -,-,~------ ' - J -=--------
----·- ... -~'- --
measure on rn . 
' 
Let 1rfl. be a· tr -ring in T, and let j,< be a positive_ _ .~/-- LEMMA 1: 
Then: 
. . ~- . - - . . . 
. - --- .. -·--·--~-- . . --------------- .. .... ... .. -
-~· · _ ·~·--· _____ (i) ;« preserves zero; i.e. ,)'l-(9J)=O. 
c::.·· ·• 
_ - .. - ·~ ·(ii) _,M is finititly additive; i.e., .for eflCh Al,A2 !•••, ___ 0 '. ".· .~ ---.•• :. . . - . . . . . . . . . •. .. ...... . ...... -___ - --------·---'-·---··--- .. -------------;-··---··-----·-------·-···-------m • 
·· . · ... -. -·---~~-----:--AmE'ffl, i.f' JA1 , A2 , ••• , Aml is disjointed, then,P(U An) · · .. 
·· · · - · - m, . . n= 1 _ . __ _ _ ~- -----------,.----~7:-:.., 
--- ---"--·-----;-.:.. __ .::~~- -- =~11(~) • . • . . ' ., ... . . --~ . . 
(iii')_µ· is c·ountably sµbadditi11e; i.e.·, .for each . . ··. 
- . . ·o0 c-· ca ·_ . -
sequence (An) · of. elements of '/n , /A ( U An )~L fA,(An) • 
... · · .. i . .. . n=l .. n=l 
·---~--.· (i.v) f1 fs monotone;.i.e., for each A-,Be'Tl/_,i.:f Ac::;B, · .··· _. 
. 'Ill, '' 
···· ...... .; ..... -
. ' 
.,, ·~ ''. .. 
"'· . ' 
- . :-.(;..;... ·, ... 
• • . p ,. • • - . ~ ~ - • - ·.'-=- -
-r 
., 
·-_~...: ... :.._...:-· - . '_- .. - :· -. --. . --~ -- - - -. 
. : . - ~ '. . 
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··:_. - .~- -
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(v) 14 is subtractive; i.e., for each A,BE1f/., if A~B 
and;vt (A)~ oc 9 then )A( B-=-A)=,JA(B )-ff(A) o 
(vi) f< is continuous from be low; i.e. , if< An) is an 
increasing sequence of elements of 1)f/, then ~(An)> con-
oo 
verges monotonely to _f(( U An). 
n=l (vii) )'1 is continuous from abov.e; i.e., if <An) is a 
decreasing/ sequence of elements of ?r/ for which ff (Ak)<. oC' 
00 for some kfJN, then ~(An)>converges monotonely to fl( nAn)• 
n=l Proof: This standard measure theoretic result summarizes 
/ 
material presented on pages 30-32, 37-40 of reference C2J .// 
• 
LEMMA 2: Let7!/ be a O'""-ring in T, let· c1 ,c2 , ••• ,c,r1=JR*, 
and let µ 1.~ , • ~ • ,ffm be positive measures on 7Y/ • Then . ti ckfk is a positive ·measure on rY/ • . _, 
. Proof: This standard result is found on p~ge 117 of reference 





~EF'N"° ~: ·· For eaQh tET and for each AE7l!/c, 
' /._._ ... - - . . 
--
Mt(A) is defi~ed 
.. --- ----~--- --~··. as ~ fM(t,t'}:-t·~A5 ~- ______ - _ ...-c.--- -~---- ··-
THEOREM 1 : For each tET, Mt is a positive meaSure ('n 1J1/. c. 
·-------- -· 
Proof: Let tfT be .fixed. It is clear from the remarks in -· . .. ~ 
- ,-- . ·-~-----~ ... ---_,..:..__,_..,.-----~1-··-~ --- -_. .. - • .. ,.. . ' . .le-'· ·. - .. ' . . . 






- ---- -- ... -----~---
· · which maps 'IY/0 . into lR* , si~ce A is coun~abl8 iff Ae '!f/0 •.. ___ , · · ___ . 
-----------.. ~--"-:7~--A.1~~: Mt is not identieallyoo, since Mt(fi)~~fM(t,t~ ): ·t•ef6) .· / 






· Finally; to sh1w ~hat Mt is countably .a:dditive, let·. 
' ' 
-
,· ~ ' (An) be. a disjointed sequence of .elementS of me . .. For each 
.. ., 
· nE.lN ; let. t~., t~, t3, . . . be an· enumeration··· o~ An if An . is . 
,. 
. ~·· "" -
It - . "'-=- ·. 
. , 
.,r····'" ,,•·, 
. I. . ' . 
' ./':'• 
____ -:.:..·- ' . . 
•. 
I - . ' .. 
. . .-------------·---- -
•• 
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countably in.finite') and let t 1 ,t2 , ••• ,t/lAnH be an enumeration 
of A if A is finite and non-emptyo For each j,k,m,nElli, n n 
if min or j/k and if tj and t~ are defined, then tjlt~ 
since (An) is disjointed. Then: 
oO 
Mt(nYlAn)=Mt(ft~: n,kE:JN and t~ is defined}) 
. •. 
. =LfM(t,t~): n,k€:JN and t~ is de.finedJ 
O'Q i ' -:,: 
,j\ 
,. 
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DEF'N. 4: Let A!;T, let lc1 , c2 , ••• ,cm1E:JR•, and let " ft1 , t 2 , •.•• , tmJ~ A. Then [<ck, tk): ktJN , ~mj is called 
an A-combination. For suggestive purposes, the A-combination 
m f(ck, tk): kb.JN , k~ mJ is usually written as L cktk. 
k=l Let V(A) be the set of all A-combinations . 
. -m 
Let teV{T); say T'= ~ cktk where f c1 , c2 , ••• ,cm~.£ lR* k=l 
. 
and 1t1 ;Gt2, ••• ,tm1~ T. For each AG.?'r/.c, 'T(A) is defiried 
- as £.i ckf\k CA). · ········ -- : ·--·····-· ····· ·········· ·-········ ------·~-----------7·---_ ~-.-'--, .... A-: ---,. 
SEM!11?{: For each Lff.;(T), it ... _is cle.ar from LEMMA 2 and 
THEOREM 1 that M is a positive measure on 'lrl.c ..... 
-
--...,....---.-
.. "·- - .,-.·-- ' . . .·. . . .. --··· . .,.. -.. . ,. " . 
. ... - .. ·-- ···-~-----~------
........... -.---
DEF'N. 5: FOr each tET, the positive measure Mt oD.·'fllc is • 
called 12,h~ t-induced M.;;.measure on tflc. . -·· __ ----. ______________ _ 
·. -. ----------. --·-. ---- . . . · For each Lt V ( T) , the positive measure Mz:- on 'ff/. c is .. ·· ._ .. . .. 
--·--,---- ,.:.. .. --._~--... ~---~--· .- :· ;1:ra:lleci th_! T-induced M-measure . on rflc. . ··-·"·------·----··-·--- ...... -·---:---·· . -··-··-. -
, ,, 
' P,. ,...,, .. ' --~-·~. 
,.:. ·~ ... ,. . . , J. 
~ .. 
· ·. ·. ·· · -Section 1.4: 
. ' ..... . ' . . ' . Se~arated Classes and Connected Sets. · · 
- . - ----- ---
... 
. .. v· 
~ 
· . In this section, the. "touchtng" relation Q is·· define·d· 
. • - ·- .,... •... 
.. 
.... ,• , . 
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on 'i9(T) as described in the last paragraph of Section lo2. 
A class c8 of subsets of T is separated tihenever no t\~10 
distinct sets in 8 touch each othero Let A~To Then A 
is connected whenever no decomposition of A containing two 
or more sets is separated, and an A-component is a maximal 
connected subset of A. If t€T, the adherency·of tis the 
set of all elements of T which touch- t. In this section, 
these notions are precisely defined, elementary properties 
regarding these concepts are developed, and these results 
are applied to the induced M-measures defined in the previous 
~ection. THEOREM 3 and THEOREM 5 are the major results in 
,.. 
.... ,I this section. 
DEF'N. 6: · Let .A,B~P(T). Then· A touches B, written as AeB, 
iff M(a,b)>O for some ae-A and some bEB. 
... 
LEMMA 3: Let A,BE:l'jT). Then: 




,(ii) A! 0 i.ff A8A. 
-------··--•·-
__ ..;....__.._....,;_...._.:-..:,-~~---::-- -- . ------~----- --·-------·-·---- ' ---·---------------·----·---(iii) .,If A9B, then B9A. ·. 
• 
.(iv) If A1~A, B1£B, and.A19B1 , thenA9B. -- -- ----- -- --·-·· ------- - -- ------· - - --·. 
Proof: 
_I. • --~-..... --. --· ',.._ -·1' - . - . ~-.. • •. 
........ ,,,_,, ___ -~--- ~"·····-"·---·---- - ........ -·.· '·····-···-··'· .. ---·-~-- -·--~ .. ' . '·. . 
_,. --
. . - - -
... (.i)·. Assume that· A99J. •······· Then choose aE:.A and te.0 so· 





· ---~- -- - · __ - ---·- that 1~1( a, t) > o. 
~ ' . ""' . 
- "" . ., 
Then tE{lj, whi~h i.S impossible; So A I 0 . ._·_ . .:_~ ----
~- --~ -
______ --:._ ______ ' . --~-·---- . ---·-·- -··· -~---~----· . ·-
- - - - -
' 
~-~~- --~--_-:--·- _---__ ---:------,----·_-·-··-·----~---_"-(ii) Suppose -·tha t A#~. 
_Choose. aEA., But M·(a,a)>O by· . ~ · .-
I 
- . - •,-·--- -- __ ... -- . _...:___ ___ __:__ "'·- . . ·~· 
· ·:- --~·" . ,- - ~tM--iif)f sO Ae.A.. · Qonversely, if A=0, then A~A by (i). · 
... ;~ 
,_,., ~ ' . f •. 
' 
-
. ,... ·.· . (·iii) 
. · ... 
• -:"'to- ', -
. ._. .. . 
Suppose that .AQB •. Choose aEA and· bEB so that ';,.. ..,...- \ . . . . ' .. !~ fl' 
. - :.>.:'-_:·:: , ~ _·M(~,b)/'0.~-- T-hen M(b,a)>O by_ (M-iv);. so· ·B9A·. 
. ' 
"" I , : 
. , -l · · ·· --· (iv) . SuppO~e that A1G A_, B1~B, .?nd A1 eB};. 
. Ii 
. . ~ 
• . : 
.. , ... 
. . l t, • 
. -~ -' 
. . ? .-·. . 
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'~· ,,,_ ' 
· Choose 
. . ·~ 
<Ii • ~ .... 
. .. . ~, 
-.. ; - --~-_: __ .. :.I~. - - ·-·.--·- . 
-·-•, ... 
• • I ...... •-·;··· • • ··-· • 
---~---~·-• • 
- - -.~. -:-' . . . ·. 
~- ·-- -------.-- ----.. _ .. ~-:-:~~:~_:_·;;::~·~:::c;·:~~:~2\~~~---: .. ~. 7-=:. -·-_-.--





aEA1 and bEB1 so that M(a,b)>O. But aEA and btB, so AGBo// 
DEF'No 7: Let (8C lJ)(T)o Then 7f3 is sellarated iff for -- ··:a ,,...~ 
each Bl ,B2 t°8 , if B1/B2 then B1~B2 • 
LEMMA 4: Let {5', (E' 0 G (P(T)o Then: •• a -• 
- --. 
(i) If l3'~'S and 7B is separated, then fl' is 
separated. 
(ii) If 8 is separated, then lB is.disjointed. 
(iii) If w 1U 03 2r;;13' o3ln 'U:3 2=¢, and ~ is separated, .. ,, ,· 
"•·· th~~ U<B1~ UE2 • 
, . 





Proof:· , .. 
(i) Suppose that B '~1B and e is ·separated. Let 
B1 ,B2E ~', and suppose that B1~B2 • · · But then B1 ,B2~'6?, and . . 




• (ii) Suppose that o3 is not disjointed. Then choo.se . . 
' 
B1 ,B2E 'lf3 so that B1JB2 and B1{'\B2#¢. Choose tcB1flB2 • .. 
Then M(t,_t)>o by' (M-iii), so B19B2· Hence, 7B is not 
' 
separated. 
<1-1i-}--·-s-uppose ·that-if?1·u'DJ2··~ D3., fJ~nB ;:¢:~;nd B-. 
, iS separated. . Assume that U7B l 9 ue 2 • . Choose bl£ Uo] l 
. . 
-~ . 
··~··· a~d b2e.lJ7fl2 so that M(b1 ,b2)>o. Choose Bl:~1 and B2 c'1J2 -····' ~. 
. . 
. ~- ----
- !--- • • 
····· , · . sO that b1E.B1 and b2t:B2 • Hence, B18B2 • But B1 ,B2 e7f? -----· .~-0 ----- .. ~--·-··· 
-~ ..• ---------- ·.· .. · since 781 UB 2~8 '. and B1IB2 since 7B 1no:12=¢;. so lfJ . is ___ · ... --···-··---=-~---· ... ,. . • •. ··- ·---·-
--
- -
_. .. - •. -·-· -
--









• _:---:·.-- ·-.... --c·:·.::-_~-=--"~---- not s-eparated, which contradicts the hypothesis.· ·Thus·~:., --~--- .. --·--. 
__ · . -'---~-~---··:, Ul? l~UB 2-II .. · .· .... . _- _, -~- -~------~----~~---·---.!- _,_:.._-:-'"'-:--.. ---~ -- ___ , -·--
. THEOREM 2: Let •;f3. be a s8parated class ·of elements . 0£ 'll/.e,,. 
· •· · · . ·· and let Ae.117'l • Let BE13 ~e fixed •. Then: · . . C . .. . . .. . - . . .. 
. --.... ' 
-~ 
. --"" 
(i) For ea.Ch tET, .Mt(A)=O. iff ft} ~A. Y 
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,. (ii) For each tEB, lt3 ~ UlB -B. 
~("iii) For each tEB, {t1fl9An(U1B -=-B). 




(i) Let tET. Then: · 
. Mt (A)=O iff 2 2M(t ,a): a€A3=o, . t ;~ 
... 




. ' - . -




. ·~ . . 
iff .M(t,a)=O for each acA, 
. . . [ " 
'iff !ti SA • 
• 
(ii) Let tc B. Now Bj U Cl3-f BJ) bY LEMMA 4-iii since · · . · (8 is separated and since (18- fBJ )n l,Bj =¢. But lJ3 is disjointed by LEMMA 4-ii since 'dJ is separated; so U (13 -fB!) 
.. =lfB-B. Hence, BjUlJl -B. But lt3s;; B; so by LEMl".lA 3-iv, ltJsUa3 -B. 
(iii) Let tEB. By (ii) and LEMMA 3-iv, it follows 
.. - ·- . ilQJllediately that ft'\ SAn (UlB -B). 
(iv) Let t~B, and sup:po~~ t}J._at_ LJ(B~'fflc----~~n--}----~--~---------···· - - . 
----~--------M-t(UlB )=f\( (VB -B)U B) 
,., 
-
IL" =Mt(UB-B)+Mt(B) (by LEMMA 1:.ii 8.nd THEOREM 1) ····· , .. 
·--
-~ . 
--~~--- ~Mt(B) (l111t_(U (8 -"".B)=O by (i), since it~ '9 Utfi~B by tr1}-i--''-- _ ··_ _ ~~--- : ~v) Let tEB. NoW (A....;.B)-lJ{8 =A.;_U ~, since BGU~. 
. 
. . ~ -· . 
. 
. . Aiso'. (A-B)() .. l.!ffl ={AO U'OJ )-B=An (U iB -B),· sin.c:~ :es;; tJS-;,_-::'-· ~-:-:--,~-=~-=~~- ';.· 
--








-1,_-~---·-------~----:•-•.--,~t(A-B)=f\(C{A~m)-U1B )C)((A-B)n l[fi,) 
____ ,.c::_c -~: 
____ '.i.,------.· :: . - .- .. --=- :-






. - .. ~ 
. - .... _. 
_ .. •Mt(A-Ul, )+Mt(A()(U'f.?-B)) 
,, 
.. ' , .. , ..• ,.-./ :- . ._-=Mt(A-Va3) (Mt(Afl(Ul8 -:-B)):=O by (~}, si!lce ·, · , _ ;·: .. _f . '< 
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DEF'N. 8: Let AEifl(T). Then A is connected iff :for each 
-· - -.. -
decomposition lB oi' A, if' //7B//~2 then fJ is not separated; 
and A is disconnected i:ff' A iS not connected. 
Let CA be the class o:f all connected subsets o:f A. 
LEMMA 5: For each tcT, ftJ is connected; and¢ is connected. • z:u.. 
fro~f: Let tET. The only decomposition o:f ftf is [ft!}; 
and since /{ [f t5{{/ =l, [tf is trivially connected. Now ¢ has · 
no decomposition and is also trivially connected • .# 
!,EMMA 6: Let A1 ,A2E'dJ(T) be non-empty and connected, and 











- M(a1 ,a2 ).>o. Now A1 LJA2 is disconntcted, so choose a 
~--l ., decomposition '8 o:f A1UA2 ~o that J!(B//~2 and d3 is· 














'Let lB1=lBnA1: BElB1-[!6], IB2=[BnA2: Bf0l]-{¢j. ' 
, 
















by LEMMA 3-iv. · Hence, by LEMMA 4-i, 1.?
1 
is a separated 
. 1 
~--.:~~-·,t, . . . . ·- - ·------. -·-. · ,, ·· decomposi ti~n o.f_ A1 • ~ut A1 iS- a connected non..:.empty set, 
-··-···--------~- so lllB1ll=1. '·Hence, lf)1=ZB1nA1J; So B1nA1=A1· Similarly, 











· · · · ,~:-·. ,--- _: 131 =A1 UA2-. ·· Thus, lB. = [A1 UA2j ; so If Ul I/ =l ,_ which ·contradicts 
---"----~-.·-..:._ ____ _ 
.:_,.:,, ..•... ~, .... ; .. , .... 
. ~ - . -
the choice of fl .,# 
I -
' -- . ~_"_\ ... _. ~---~. ~--~-. 
DEF'N. 9: -tet-A~BEO:,(T), Then B i:s an !-c·omponent i.f'.f' B: 
' . 
. · is ~axim~l !n "the partial ordering ((;> A,§'.). 
. · / . . . . . ' ~· . 
. -
. . ,, 
. ' 
. ... ,., .......... :-"', · . 
. '' ....... 
, ., .. 
- . . 1·. • •• I '' • •• - '• .•• , ,••· - •• - -- ~-_.,,,..,_,.,,,,..,..,_~ •• ...,_ .-. 
. - ..... -. ~ ... ,...,,..,,_.,.,:.:::.---'" ·""' . - ' .... - . , - ... - ~- _,, • • • ,,,·,•L••',•o",'-.,,•,-:··••'•'"i;ll'"•••••••'•••,•• •'' ,,.•,-.",H •• ••,'' ...... H~Oo• • Oo O O ~ ,, .......... ' ' - I ' ~. 
..L -, t . • ·, ~. . .·: 
' . ' ,. . ' . . ,-' : ... ' .. · 
....... '"········· .,,.,._.,., .. ···'· ..... . . .. ·~. -·-··· .. ·,· -··--- ... , .... ,. ..... -._;;_?:_;:~. '' -· ..' . ·. :-; .,.. . ' 
• • r · · ~+-/ " · ' · · . ,r 
. ;~~- . 
. . . . . 




~·. . • 1 . . . ' '\ 
· ... 
.. ···,;;; --
·- --.· ---· . ' --- ------
·' >·-····-.- . 
... _,. . ~ . - .. . 




• • : :. ., ' ,/l 




Bis a comp_2nent (or a genus) if.f Bis a T-component. 
THEOREM 3: Let A£ i:?(T), and let J A be the class of all 
A-componentso Then: 
(i) ,©E }A iff A=¢ iff J"A= f6 • 
•;.,. 
J'A is separated. (ii) 
(iii) ~ II. ··- • • ~' A=UJA. 
(iv) JA is a decomposition of A iff A,I. 0. 
·(v) If A1 and A2 are distinct A-components, then 
0M(a1 ,a2 ):s0 for each a1e:A1 and each a2eA2 ._ 
Proof: 
-(i) Suppose that A,'.t). Choose t€A. Now ft5 · is 
I 
-connected by LEMMA 5, and 0~ ft~ ; so f/j is not maximal in 
((;A,<;;;;). Hence, ¢ ¢.JAi. 
Suppose that A=¢. By LEMMA 5, 0 is· connected; and¢ ' 
is the only maximal element in ( t A,~ ) . Hence, 
l·.. 
' 
Clearly, if JA=f¢J, then 0€ :J"A. 
...... . 
. -- .. 





(ii) Let A1 ,A2 tTA and suppose that A1,1.A2 ~·· HenC_e_'--~---,----
_ _:__~ - -------
-- -----~-- ----- -
--
- - - -
- ~~-- ------- - -- -- -- ------------, --·- -
0 f! 3"A by . (i) since A,l.tzj. .. Thus, .A1 ,' tzj and A21' ~ • -. 
· . A1 and. A2 are- connected since both are elements of JA. · 
_,./ -
'. 
··-·· ,-·co·---..,-. ... -._-,- --~-----:-··Now. ~1-U·A2~-A. ,since ·Ar·~-~ and A2 are · subsets·· of -A, - .a~g;,>,;~C:------. -~-.. , --~ --·~-~--.' 
. -- .. -. .. , I 
--~A-~A2; so AtiUA2 properly includes A1 • But·.A1 _is a maximal 
}\ . 
. , .. 
..__,___:_· ·~·· ...... co:p.nected. subset 'of• A; so A1UA2 i.a 0 diseonnectede . ~--- -~----1~-- -------·~--- ----~_________,__ 




by LEM,MA"<:,. !Jenee, JA is sepl~at~d. 






 .__.L...,.... _____ ~----·-------- •• 
- • •.· 
• 
• 
-~- • • • I 
· {iii) To show that A~ U JA: Let t€A. B~ LEMMA 
. -- - ~ - - -----~--- ----
.. - . . ..:::· 
·. . 5 . f -
·. 
' . : 
--- .. 
\ ,,:,_:;'c- ... 
r".'-J:-
· · · · " · - .... · · . ft~ is a. con11~.ct~d subset of 
. · • · ·-:- c:i . 
.... 
. 
.(q so choos_e A.1 € J A so that • . _ 
. -· - .·. . ' ,. Jt1~ Al. . Then. ttA{;; u :r.t." . ·' . -- . ··-· . 7 
. . , ' · · ·L. .. •· : To, show that· I) \JAG A: .· For each -A1t JA, .Ai';:~ A sin.Ce· · c ', .•.... : :·• 
. · 






- -,- . •, 
. I 
- ,- .• _,. 
' l . ---- t.· ; ..... 
.~ /'---• . ~ ,, 
•. . . u· 




. 1..,, ~· i_ 
,_ 
.• __ : ·'_ ~· --·' .'' ·, 
. _--,~,-.:~--.-·~--~·_ .. :_._~' .-::··~,~~~,;·-. -- -~·. _-.-
- --.. ~-··--_. - -~ - -;:::____ -- - -- ·-' - •• 
------. - . -- . . ~------- - -
-----,------ -








A1 is an A-component; so U}AcA. 
(iv) If A==f6 7 then ¢61 by (i); so ~ is not a 
decomposition of A. 
15 
Conversely, suppose that AJ¢. By (i), ¢¢JA. JA is 
separated by (ii); so ~ is disjointed by LEMMA 4-ii. 
Finally, A=U ..JA by (iii); so JA is a decomposition of A. 
. , (v) Let A1 and A2 be distinct A-components. By (ii) 
Hence, M(a1 ,a2).o f'or each ... 
. a1EA1 and each a2eA2 .# 
' 
THEOREM 4: Let AE'fr/.c' let ce'fJ(T); and suppose that A~C. 
Let B be a C-component. Then: 
(i) BSA-B. .. -
' . 
·' ' . . " 
' - ·-.-- ·- -- . -...•. - -~ --- . - ··- -·· .. . . . 
(ii) For each tEB, Mt(A)=Mt(AnB). 
.. -1 •, . .
,, . 
. · Proof: 
I . 
. · (i) ·Let J-0 be the class of all a-components. · Then 
• BE:J0 ; and by THEOREM 3-iii, .C=UJ0 • By THEOREM 3-ii, 
J O is separated; so BSU( :J"c-:-f ]3J) by-_ ~11_MA 4-j,Ji since _____ -'--'--_ 
! 
.. [~L(){.J 0-fB) )~¢. · .. .. ·, . 
-·- Now 3c is disjointed by LEMMA 4-ii since 1
0 
is ·····-· · 
.:: s8parated; so (J (J0-[B3 )=U J 0-B. Hence, U{.J0~ B )•·:·=~=·"-:_::_:·~· · · --- .... ·-·-· _,. __ _,,___,_ ... _-o_--~--~·-·-··-,._·.......... . . 
~- - "c---B since_ C= UJ0 ; so BSC.;,._B._ But A-B£;. C-B since As;;;c; -I y ·, , 
,,_, 
~.. ~ ,--,. ~ ........ 
so by . LEMMA 3-i v, B~A-B. _ _______ _ ___ _ ____________ - · .. , .. ----------------------- ------ ------------ --=---=:~ .. ~., 
. ' - . . ·- - •'. ------ - ' .. ... .. . .. - - . -- - - ' . ' ~ . , .... ,·,.. --- :·r--· - , ·-- ....... - . , I
·.·-. -- -- - -~-TJ.i} A ts countable since AE.1Y/c.; s? A-]3 is counta't)le~ - ~~~~--=-=-~ r 
· ·· i .: .':·,· ---_--:r-. --Henc.e A-Bt;il}_c. Let ·teB. By (i), BSi-B; so_ b,: ~MMA 3-iv ,_ . i 
·. 'ftJi A-:a. . Thus, Mt(A-B.)=0 by THEOREM 2-i. Then: -
.. n =Mt(AnB) ·:,,{since Mt(A-B)=O).# .··· .. · --·, . 
,i. :0 
. . '" . : . ·, ' . ·- " ..... 
' Mf;(A)::Mt(AAB)+Mt(A-B) (by LEMMA 1-ii and THEOREM 1) . · .. · ..... 
.• :· •. _._1, __ • 
.. ' 'Q!' __ .. ...: __ 
. ' 
. g ' :_ .... · 
. .. . .... ___ : ...•... :.- .. 
. . . 
. - ; _,..__ -, . - l . . 
. . 
. . ----- . 
·------=~:...•·. . I •. 
. . . . . 




: ' ' . . . :_' '. : . - __ "----~. _____;..___:__------=-~-~~---,. ·.-: .. --- - l . 




• "'u • .• 
--1~ . 
. . 
,·· .. ' 
. I . J.. ... 
-·- 1. . 
·.~ ' -·!'!:: • ..,_ 




.. ~----.. "· 
". 
~ .. -~~ ·<.--... 
--
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DEF'N. 10: For each t<:-T, the ~d~erencz o:f !, written as Kt, 
is de.fined as [tet=T: M(t,t'):>-oJ. 
LEMMA 7: Let tfTo Then: _,_ -
(i) For each At1flc, Mt(A)=Mt(Kt()A). 
(ii) For each A£7ff/c, Mt(A)~Mt(Kt) if KtErT/.c• 




(i) Let Ae"frlo. Then for each t'E.A-Kt, M(t,t•.) .. o; so 
-.-· - I> ..... ,,.._-, ,_ • 
Mt(A-Kt)=L[M(t,t'): t'EA-Kt}=O. Thus: 
. ... , 
·.· h: 
., 
- - - _,.c_~'----
Mt(A)=J\(A()Kt)+Mt(A-Kt) (by LEMMA 1-ii and THEOREM l) 
=Mt(AnKt) (since Mt(A-Kt)=O). 
(ii) Let A~7Tfc; and suppose that KtE1Jr/c• Then: 
· · · · J\(A)=Mt(A(\~) (by (i)) 
~Mt (Kt) (by LEMMA 1-iv and THEOREM 1 ~ :~':ince Kte'fl7.c) • 
(iii)· Suppose that Kt ~s uncountable. For each n6lN: 
· it n=l, let In=I1 =lxtJR• : 2-l< x~cx:>}; and 
~f n>2, let In= fx JR : 2-n<x~ 2-n+lj • . ... 
·---- --·--------·--
·- · --Then f In: ne.JNJ is a countable d,ecompo~ition of 
' 
' 
lR•-ioJ , and for each t 'ET, t 'cKt i.f.f there is a uni.que 
-~ - ---
-.~---·· ... nElN .for which M~ t, t' )Ein; . ~o _f()!:_ e~ch; nElN ,. let ,Kt(n), .-----·----.. -. _,...._,_ .. _._ ... 
···•·· ... - .··,--.-·-·~=l't'<;Kt: M(.t,t•.-)ernf. ·· ffence,. fKt:(n)! .ntlN~ -[ttJJ is clearly 
, .. . ... ..... ··. a countable decomposition of_ .Kt. . Bt1t !t_As l!flCQuntable; so -- . .. ·----· 
- .. . . . ....... ., -----· ·-·- ·--. . -· -··· . " . . - -- -- .... -· . 
- -···--'--·-,·~- · ·· -·:choose mtlN for which Kt(m) is uncountable. !l'hen for e.ach ·.:--' .... __":·~~ 
.... •. -- --·--- . ' - . 
. ·- - - ---'··-,-. ---~-~, .. ------ . - . . . . m . , - . .. . 
· -·-:-··-------.---'--: ··.· . ---· ·_:::_ ___ t 'EK (m) M(t t' )~ .2- since M(t 't •)-EI·. " ----
. · · , .... · ~. - t . ' ·' · ~. . · . . ' · m I ' 
. Choose A _to ·be any countably ill.finite subSet of kt(•). 
Th~ iOr each t'~A, M(t,t 0 )';?;12-m; so Mt(A);.L.[.tv1(t,t~}: t'eA] , 
~L 2-m=OO~ ·. Thus,. Mt(A)=OO•// · . . , 
· .n=l · · · 
_·· ~ . 
. . 
---; • ,, . • - !" ~. 
. -. . ... -~ 
.;,,,._ .~-- .. 
~-' .. ,. ' .- ... ·' ,· ·. . . -
. ' . . . . . 
··-- --- • ) ,· ·---.-, ,- . .--··Jc; ll :·: .. '. ~- :.... ... . . .:-·- · ___ ,- -- _.,__ - . - '.-:.:..:., _ .. ______ , ·-;---·, -_- ' .. ---~ -... ·. •. . : ~ " -·-- - - . 
,• . 
• e. 
. . '•-· I ' 
.-
. .' .. -.~-- ... •-· -
--~---J - ---- -
·, I •• • • ' 
' ;, _>_..-: .... 
- . • ~· •. ~,;_ ---·· r· 
' . . . 
... 
- ·-·-... • 6 __ ;; 
·, 
\ ! 
__ ... - -
. ' . . ..---··:. - ... 
... -~ 
....... - ... ., -
.... .. , '7 - . ...---
• ;;\-( I ·' V, -,, 1 
- . 1'. 
'· 
.· .. _... .-.. 
- • - = £4_ - 8: s; -0 • -, 
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TH~OREM z: Fqr each tETj there is some A~1!/c such that ttA 
and such that Mt(B-A)~I"\CA) .for each Bt7Jlc. 
Proof: Let tET. I.f Kt is uncountable, choose ct'JJ1.c so that 
Mt(C)=OO by LEMMA 7-iii. Let A=ClJ[tJ. Then Mt(A)=OO; so 
Mt(B~A)~o<>=Mt(A) for each BE1lJ/c· On the other hand, if 
Kt is countable, let A=Kt. Then t~A. 
t'EB--A, t'tKt; so M(t,t')=O. Thus, 
~ 
Let BE'J!l. For each· C 
Mt (B-A)=O~ Mt (A).// 
- . 
. _Section h.2= ~-:clumpf! and 9~rong Cl'!!mEf!• 
. ...... , ....... ,-. --···· 
--
Using the results of the two previous sections, it is 
~ now possible to introduce and develop the notions which 
,; ,. · are central to the theory of clumps. The notion of an .. .,. 
- J" 
B-clump was firs·t ·introduced in a less general form by 
-
R. M. Needham in L-5_7 and L-4J and was modified in L-l_J. 
.' 
:~ 
·_by others. A non-empty measurable set A (i.e., a non-empty 
set Ac1fr/.c) is an R-clump iff for each Bc"!Jt{c and for each 







-·• r _. 
.. 




- ----···- ~----:-.. --
- ________ --.. ----::---· _ A-···is- an R-clump _and if tE-A, then t touches A more strongly 
th·an any measurable relative complement of A. In· a sense, 
... 
·_·A "clumps" together; i.e., coheres internally ·more strongly ____ .. ~,---~____.---·-·· __ _ . . ~- .. -
. . . . 
... . ·. ~ . --- . , . ... 
........... ----~-----· ----~~-~-than . any of its . points adheres external:ly to any measurabl'e ·- ----- ---·-· -~ 
relative complement. The existence of an R~clump cover of_ 
------~-·· ·-----·-· --- - ____ · ____ --------- . ----------- ·-- -- --
- - . ------ - ------=---- ____________ _.__ 
-~:II' •• 
. -
- ... ·--- - --
-
- ·-·. ·- ··--··· 
-- ... , •• /_ -·-·-' .,------·-"'""'~-'=-"-'""'-"'-'" ..... """'"~-- -
_-,·· .. 
" 
. --- -· 
--· --·- ·•· --- ... 




. ' ) 
__ .... -:-~=--~-~~~:~:--~----=-~-:: ____ . -- -_-- ·- -THEOREM 9· shows _that any unic>n of R-clumps is also an .... 
.. R-clump if the union is measurable (i.e., ·coun1iable), and r 
·. i.f the -union o.ver a separated -class· is an· R-clump- th~n ·each 
. ' . 
• } •, ..•• r•• set· in that class is,an R-clump. An_atomicR--cl~mp is-- one-
· .... \ 
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which is not expressible as the union of two distinct 
properly included R-clumps, while a non-atomic R-clump is 
one which is so expressibleo The notions of atomic and 
non-atomic R-clumps comprise the basis for generating all 
the R-clumps provided that Mt is bounded for each t~T. 
This fundamental result is given in THEOREM 13. Although 
every minimal R-clump is atomic, the converse· is not true 
in general. Also, no general relationship holds between 
the boundedness of each Mt for. t€T and the boundedness of 
the fu..nction M on TXT. 
A strong clump is a connected R-clump. ~-. It ·,is ... this 
· ·· · · : _,- notion which is of ~-·primary _interest in Chapter 2. 
- r . 
. . . . -·- -·· -- DEF' N. 11 : Let .AG1!'ll0 be non-empty. Then A is an R7clumE 
iff for each B~1T/.c and for each tEA, Mt(B-A)::GMt(A). 




Let R be the class of all R-clump·s in T. 
- ~---· -








~roof: Suppose that A is an R-clump. Let BG:'flLc and let m 
. · t€¥(A), say t=2 cktk where fc1 , c2 , ••• , cm1~JR* and· 
-,, 
• 




-········"·-·---... ~-· ---.. --··-·--·Jt1 , t2,~.····' t_m~f;A, •. fo:r.k==l,2, •• ~.,m, tk~A; so Mtk:(B-A)·:····~~:--~·-·: 
~Mt (A) "since A is an R-cliunp. Since e_ach ck~ O, then . · · i - · k · m 
· .-· · · m . 
· 
- •. j .• _\ - -
~- . . ·_ ---~k~~k (~.A)~ ckMtk (A) ; · so c>~ elcf\}t (~A)~~:J.ckJl1t1c(-!lt• _=:·_-_-~ · -~=~,~ ~ := 
···-,:~~~--- . --7 . . Thus, M (B-A)~ M (A..). . 
~
4 
__ -~.:~----=:-~-~~-~~:~----~-· --:: 
•---- - -----"· -- --"··-- --·-·· ······ - l: ~ . -c:. ' 
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,,.), 
-.,-.. · ,, for eac~ "C~V(A). Let tEA. i_rhen for m=l, c1~1, and t 1=t; ,. . 
·. ; . .) __ - .. 
. .· '. .. : ..... 
if "t = ~ cktk, then 1\(B~~)=~~:S-A)~M-c(A)=Mt (A). Thus, ,, . k=l . .. /' ' . ' ,- :; - .. ,. ' ' . A_~i~ Ei.n R-cl~p-~// · .,· ~ ..... ,.,_ 
·,. 
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TH§QREM 7: Let At'tr{c be non-empty, and suppose that T is 
countable~ Then the following conditions are equivalent:. 
(i) A is an R-clump. 
(ii) For each "7:€:V(A), M-c{T-A)~Mr(A). 
(iii) For each t,A, Mt(T-A),::;Mt(A). 
Proof: 
To show that (i)·implies (ii): Suppose that A is an 
R-clump. Since Tis counta,ble, Tt.'/'Yl.c; so by THEOREM 6, 
M-c(T-A)~ M-c(A) for each T 
€. V(A). 
To show that (ii) implies (iii): Suppose that for 
each TEV(A), M-r{T--A)~Mr(A). Let tEA. The~ for m=l, m 
. 
- =-··- -- .·· . --
_ • , :a.-,·,.,,.,:;_,-,,·, .. ;-,,,-'_ :c.~.;:---'."'· ,- i~,n'1 •• ·-.• 
ci=l, and t 1 =t, i.f L=L cktk, ~(T-A)=M-z:{T-A)~M-i:{A)=Mt4A),. . . k=l ' 
To show that (iil) implies (i): Let tfT, and suppose 
.-.:_ ... - ··~·that Mt(T-A)~Mt(A). Let B£'mc• Since B~T, B-A~T-A; 
• • l 
· so Mt(B-A)~Mt(T-A) by LEMMA 1-iv and THEOREM 1.·· Bellbe,"'•:_,,_, 
Mt (B-A)~Mt (A); so A is,_ an R-clump.# 
--~ .. 









, Proof: · Let· ·aE T be fixed. A sequ8nce (ft.n) of I I • 
.• 
subsets of Tis constructed so t~at,neJN: 
' (i )· · A - ·c A ; 
·~---~-'·••·····-·•-·•'<-··-- __ ·_, _ ~-1_~ .. -,,~ _. •- ,,.,·····--·~-----~---·"":r-..----l----. ___ ___... _ ___,_~__. __-_~--;..._.-···----~--,. -.--•-,-----··-~'"~ .... -,--:-~~?--~-----""' ~~--~---~~- ! , 
.. ,,_-,-·.···----....._._-...--~· 
., .. , ...... ,_ 
-
--- _________ _c_! ... -·-·-
-
--·- ·-···-- · (ii) -· · A E 1Y17 · • and 
. . . . . n ,, L c , 
--
·r .-. 
' - . 
~ .......... - .. , .. -.·-
. , (iii) For ·~ach t'=!n-i all?- e~c;tr _Be~, ~-1:{~An)~Me{Arr}. - · - · ··•· -~-._,__.__,__~-~----··- ---- -----------·-~~--- -
----~-
--------






·-·"-·"··--~~··· ·-·-·.-=~~-----~ .. --~-~--,Th-is .. is .done. by induction on JN . as follows: 
. - ·---·--··· __ .___._~ .. ----- ··-· ~· --· · ="-~~- _- ~:--~~~~ - ··.··· By THEOREM 5 -choose A f >m so that aE:A ~nd so· that- · . . . . . . . . . - . . ' . . I I IC c ·~ . 1 
· · 
- -, 'i :,_- -- ; Ma_(B-A1 )~Ma(A1 ) .for eaCh BE'/J'/c• Since-A0=fB.J, condittons : 
.::-
. i 
~ ,·. ~ 
• . . i1 • 
. · (i), (ii), and (i.~i) hold when n=l,.. 
~ 
i. 
• . .-Y'"' . 
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(ii), and (iii) hold. By THEOREM 5, for each tEAn' choose 
A 1 (t)E?r/ so that ·tE:A 1 (t) and so that r1t(B-J1. 1 (t)) n+ c n+ n+, 
~l\1t(A _1 (t)) for each B<crt/c~ Let A 1 =LJ2A 1 (t):- t~A_-z. n+ n+ tn+ n5 
For each tEAn' ttAn+l(t)~An+l' so Ant;;;;;A.n+l; and (i) 
holds. 
For each tEAn' An+l(t) is countable by the choice of ._ 
-· 
' -·':~ ---.J•-0 =··~-~· C ,: -n• I.. 
. . 
~ . . · .. 
. , 
An+l(t), and An is countable since Anert/c by the induction 
hypothesis; so An+l is a countable union of countable sets. 
Thus, A 1 is countable, so An 1E,r/c; and (ii) holds. n+ . + 
Let t€An and let B€'m0 • An+l (t)~UfAn+l (t' ): t'6An3 · 
=An+l; so B-An+lf;B~An+l(t). Hence, J\(B~An+l) 
~Mt(B-An+l(t)) and J\(An+1<t))~Mt(An+l) by LEMMA 1-iv 
• • I, 
--- -- -- -------. · and THEOREM 1. 
~Mt(~+l (t)); ~ Mt(B-!-An+l~Mt(An+l), -and (iii) holds. 
Now let A=nViAn. 'By (ii), each AnE7lj0 ; so A€.'irlc• 
Also, a,A0CA1~A. Let tEA and _let B~7ll0 • Choose k€lN _so 
that, ttAk-l • By (iii), J\(B-Ak)~Mt(Aic)• By (i), <An) 
- 00 
---------· ---- ~ is an. increaSiriff Stf(]_ti8rice o:f sets; so Ak~ U An=A and 
. - n=l • 
B A~B-Ak. Henc~, Mt(B-A)~Mt(B~Ak) and Mt(Ak)~Mt(A) 
' ~ 
. by LEMMA 1-iv and THEOREM 1. thus, f\(B-A~Mt(A); so 
. •· r) 
.. 
·, 
- .. -- . . 
., 
·.- ------------·-- ------- ---·· - - ---~--- .. -----·-~--------- ·-------·--·-·· ·- _ ... ___ • __ .• -··-·--·----"-·• .! _____ ..... ~- --- ·-··--------·-..--.---·· 
_______ :_~_~ ____ :_: ___ ~_ ---~~A--ls an R~c-lumr>- £o_r which·· a€A.// · · · · _ __,___  ___:...~ --------. ... 
THEOREM 9: Suppos~ that B is a· class of non-empty sets 
~ ' 
... - - --------·-· --·· -·---- ------·--·----------·---------------------. ---- - ---------.--~----·---.. ----··-· 
,_, - .. , .. · in~~'mc .. ~ ~Th.~~~; . . .... •·• .· ·-· .. • .... · ·. · - .... ··· ··· ·· · · ······ : ~. ·. · ···· - ··· ··· ·· - - ~~-
:-- ~-;~=~--- ~ -_ -~~=~- - {iJ ri @~'"R a.ha·.LJ{Be7ll , then U~tR. · -~~~- ~--~=~~-~=~~ · · 
, . .. . . - . . . . C . . 
. . - ···· ·. · · (ii) rf lB is s8parated and UJBER, then· "B~J?.. · .... 
• ; '·'·, .h • ... 
.,. 
·,·.•·, _._ :. ' •• j • . ·, , ~ . .Pr.oot : . ' ·~ .· I .~ .·· . 
. . (i} . j:su;ose · .. that lB~R ·. and . U-u)__€'fl{. ·Le~· t~UB and '. · ·· .•.. < . ·.- ... • _···4,.~ .• ' •.• ' .. ;.' .·} • :' ~ , 
. . . --,•-:-_.' -~1.· • i ' .' ' 
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21 
let BEW O Choose B'~ ~ so ·that teB' o Then Bfl~u-e and C 
B-UO:?f;' B-B' i so Mt(B-U7F )~ Mt(B~B') and F-\(B' )~Mt(Uf3) 
.. 
... . 
by LEMr·1A 1-iv and THEOREM 1 since UrBtm o But B' is an C 
R-clump since B 1Eili'k lR. ; so l\7t(B-B' )~~(B' ). Thus, 
Mt (B-U{B )~Mt ( UlB); 80 Ul5'(R. 
(ii) Suppose that @ is separated and that U~G.R. 
Let B 1tlB be f'ixed. Let tEB' and let BGrt/c. Since 
_ t~B'f;;U(B and since l)(f? is an R-clump, I\(B-UiF) 
~Mt(U~ ). Now U [?t1'7.c since U{}?t:~ ; so by THEOREM 2-iv 
and THEOREM 2-v, Mt(U(I? )=Mt(B') and Mt(B-U{B )=Mt(B-B' ) • --~ 
Thus, Mt(B-B')~I\(B'); so B' is an R-clump. But B't:iB iS 
·" ···arbitrary; so 7B~'R..;; 
· ·---~ -·-· THEOREM 10: Let AE°lR , let t~T-A, and suppose that ftJ¢l?_. 
· ----~---·-·· --- (i) If ~(B-(AUftl ))~Mt(AUftl) for each BE.."7c' 
. - · th~n A UftJ€ R . 
. . 
.. , .. , 
- - ; . -··· ··-· - .. ,- . 
- ' . .... 
(ii ) If AU ftJ€;lR_ , then A8 {tl • 
Proof: 
-, 
~--: --·-------·· - . 










~B-A; so by LEMMA 1-iv and .THEOREr-t l, ~a(.Jt=(A_ld{t ___ ,:.,--' _· _ ·-· 
.·.·_··_ .. _ --~-~- ------~---: ~Ma c13...;;-i-)-~ ·a.-ia~:·M~(A)i-Ma(AlJ f,t;J )-~- .. ·wo; .A. :i.$ : ;h ·R=~i~;p, -;;-·--:~-,.~-
,'· ....__ . 







' •· • 
• 
• 
· . · ·_ Ma (B:..._A)~ Ma-(A). Hence, Ma(B--(A LJJtJ ))-§~8 ;(_AW ftJ}_!or _____ ---~--=--:····.·.·-====•· 
-_ -.. _--• .--, --- . ::·e;-~}i .aiA~- :ii; f 6110ws that A Uf t! is an R-cl~;~. --~ - 1 
__ ':- _ .. _ . .. . . . 
. 
. 
-.--··---· 4 __ ., __ ._,,,__ ------·. ·--~.'.:1....--- .. ---·--...... 
-== :~·-.:-_:=. ---- -(ii) ~uppose that AUftJf7fl ' and assu~e that A.sitJ. . >";-.-, 
. - '•, 
· ... _ > .. _ . !r~en {A, . ttJ} is Separated; so {tjt:02 ~Y THEOREM "9-ii. _ ~ ·· -· -- -..... , . , • 
I rr . 
, <-~ -· · But this contradicts the hypothesis. that {t;J tcR; So it .. ,_· •- _- . < 
_,, ' 
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DEF' N. 12: Let A£"£ • Then A is an atomic R-cl ump i.ff for 




then AJA1UA2 ; and A is a ££D;-at2I1?i~ R-clump iff A is not 
atomic. 
If Ct'lfJ(T), let aC be the class o:f all atomic R-clumps 
.included in C. 
~ ' 
Let a= al\ (i.e., the class of all atomic R-clumps in T). 
THEOREM 11: If A is an atomic R-clump, then A is connected. = • 
?,roof: Suppose that A is a disconnected R-clump. Since A 
is disconnected, choose a decomposition 18 of A so that~ 
- . 
is separated and If '{B /I"> 2. But U'f] =AG 'R ; so by THEOREM 9-ii, 
B <::?R.. Since II 031/.):2' choose BE e. Then 1/lB-fBJI/~ 1. 
But 11? is a decomposition of A; so "83 - fBJ cont~ins only 
non-empty sets. Since 78-fBJ!;~£'ff?_ and U(B -fi!, )f 'ff/
0
, 
it follows by THEOREM 9-i that U(B -f:aJ )E'd?_. Also Bt°d){; "d?_. 
But U (8 -[BJ) and B are distinct sets, since Bc.'I] and since 
. B is a decomposition o:f A; so A=B::U Uc l? - f BJ ) is clearly. 
------------ -·-· 
---------a non-atomic --"1~-clurnp.// -~---·------,-- r r~ , 
. -·· ' 
~ .-~- . · · · Proof: Suppose ·that _A is a countable cemponent:.- -:-:- Let BErt/ , . -------· · 
- - . - - -~- ---~_ -~~::_~----- --------:>···. ~-- ,- ... - ...... :.____ . . . . . . . C 
··-:--- ---· alld le~ ~A. Now A is _a ·T-component and A~TJ so_ Mt(B-A) 
LEMMA 8: ··- If A is a countable component, then A is an R-clump • 
- .. 
. , _ :;.,Mt((B-A)(1A)by TH)E?RE_M 4--ii. J3u1; (B-A)nA=tlJ; so.it- ~~----··c- -------
----- - - - -- - . , --~------------ -· -
_---~-------- · -·.follows that M1/'.B--,.;A)=Mt(.0)=0~~(A). · T~us, A is an R-clwnp.f_,_~------ _ 
_ ·-•-••-•--: _·~=- ·: - =:~:--~~- · LEMMA 9:. · Let · .B be a componellt, and let tEB •... Then Kt~.& ... _ .
. , Proof: . Assum~ that Kt¢'.B. Choose ae:Kt s~ that a,B •. Then 
· i . by. T,HEOREM 4--ii, Mt (fa} )=Mt cf lll0 B). But . faJn B={lJ sinc_e a~B; · 
./ . t$o M(t.,a)=Mt(i)=o. H,ence atxt, w~ich iis -a contl'adi.~"{ion./l .·--- · ..... . 
·,.. .. . .. . 
; .. ' . . . 
'''.' J . . ' .. ,· ... ~ 
. . . ----;·s··,·_ -. -__ .. ·;_ .. 
. ' . . ' . - . ' -- .-. ·: - '• ' 
. . . -' - ' ' -·; ·... - -. . ' .. - ' ' .. ·,. ·_ ' . ·- . 
. ~ . . .: ' '. . ,· .... -. . . . '· . ' . . 
. .. .···· .. · -k· ._' ... -.· 1. __ /···· -';I 
, ' , 7. . I 
- -~---- . . \r 
. --- .. 1: 
.. ,. --
' ' ' 
. . . ~ \ 
' . \ lJ ,' . ;.__;.. : -·· _r-·-,_ ' . ~-. -
.. 
.. ,. 
. ':' - · ... ,, ........ ' 
.. . --:' . . . r ,,_ - ... : . . - . - ..o,-:-...,, . . 
V .; . , 
. · ..... ,. 
I ' : 
.. _, ,· 
~ • r .. 
.... ",- ... 
-4 -~=-. -. ' 1' 
. ... ·•. . . . 
\ 
t,,., ... , ..... ~-- '""'"·~·.. . • I 
' .. - - - --- . .. :·_;~~~.,: ·: ~ -· . l 
•. _,.. -----;-,--..._____~ --- - -- ..... :,. .• ·:·--,.- f'/' • 
' . 
• 
.:. .... ,_ .. _ .. - -.. _ .... --- - . - .... 
•• 
- ·-------
_p ___ --- • ----
THEOREM 12: Suppose that Mt is bounded for each tETo 
Then every component is countableo 
Proof: Suppose that Bis any component. T/ 0 by (M-i); 
so 0 is not a component by THEOREM 3-i. Hence 9 Bi¢ ; so 
23 
choose aE"B. By LEMMA 7-iii for each tET, Kt is countable 
since Mt is bounded. \, 
Let A1=Ka. Then A1~B by LEMMA 9 since a~B; and since 
Ii •Ka is countable' AlG. m C • 
Let nfJN ; and suppose that A~ has been chosen so that 
An~B and AnE'l'Jlc· Let An+l=UfKt: t~An}. Now for each · ·--
. tt:Anc;:.B, Kt~B by LEMMA 9; so An+l~B. For each tEAn' Kt 
is countable; and An is countable since A£?1'/c. Henc.e._,. Aii+l · 
is a countable union of countable sets; so An+lE'f!/. 0 • OQ ' 
Let A= 0 An. Then Af;B and AE 11/0 • 
. n=l 
--
Assume that B,'A. Since AbB, B....:.A,t 0 ; and sine"& aEK 
a 
£A1~ {j An GA, A-/,¢ .1 Hence, [A, B-A1 is a decomposition 
n=l 
of B. Then f A, B-A} i:s not separated since B is connected; 
- - --- ·- -· ·-· --- -- - ----- -
---
so A9B-A. Choose t 1c A and t 2EB-'-A so that M(t1 , t 2 )>o. 
then choose kEJN so that t 1EAk; . · Then t 2€Kt1c;;; An+l~A. • , _ 
. 
.. ;~ ~ 
i- • ... 




,,...,.,.."'_. --,r--- But t 2tA since t 2 EB-A., which is a_ COl'.11;:t'.8:d.icti(>P-.~- · ..-Henc_e_,, __ c--~ • - . ---- -- .- ... ~---""--- - ..--. 
,,. ... - .. ---- -·-· ··- ---------·· __ , __ . _ ___.,, _______ -----· --·-:-----
...- =--- '!-~ -· -~=:A. But ·At,71'/
0
; ·so ·:s is Countable.// ... 
~- ----,-- - . 
' 
-
- ~- . ··· - ~--- . LEMMA io:. Suppose that Mt iS bounded 4'0]:' E3ac_h 't~T~ _ _Suppos.e. ___ _ ,;---- ----,-- .'.. .. ---··~- -_-: --- ·, ' . . 
. ,. ... ' . . - -·-· -· -· . -- -_".,. - ___ -·- ... - --00- ---· -- -----~----------···------
~-~--'•;-:--~:---~ : .. ~: .. -- that (en) iS a decreasing sequence of R-clumps. . Let C= n en, _ _ _ 
-____ , ----- c-·--------· ------·-::--------------
. .· ·_. 
_ - _ · .i· - . 
. . · .. · - · --~-- · - · __ , ----·--·-····· - - - n=l ----- .... ··----,-----··,--·- - -
-·---··-··--------; _--~~--,,::-· and suppose -that. C,if{). Then' ·C: is an R-_clump. .- ' H 
"f; 
· . '. Proof: · _Sillce Mt is a bo11nded function fer each tt:T, it iS 
- . ·_. ·.- : . . t·· 
..... /·: 
... . -1 ,!1 





- genf:3r_ali~y, that T£1!!/0 •. - - - ~ . .. _, .. -~. .. I ... _.· ,· 
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Let tfT be fixed. Since Mt is a bounded function, 
Mt(c1 )<.oo, and <en) is a decreasing sequence of elements 
of rY/.c; so by LEMMA 1-vii and THEOREM 1, <Mt(Cn)) converges 
monotonely from above to Mt(C)o 
Also, <T~Cn) is an increasing sequence of elements 
of tJ? since T e:7r/. ; so by LEMMA 1-vi and THEOREM 1, C C (Mt(T-Cn)> converges monotonely from below to Mt(T~C). 





. .,---- - . 
. 
,since each C is an R-clump and since Tis countable; so n ,- ,··..c:-· •,=..<- "' - ->""·- - ... , ' 
.- - ·- .- . 
~-· 
.. 
J . ,,, 
by the "sandwiching" property of convergent sequences, 
. Mt(T-C)~Mt(C). By THEOREM ? and since C,i 0 , C is an 
R-clump.// 
,•' 
_THEOREM 12: Suppose that Mt· is bounded.for each tE.T. Then every R-clump is a union of atomic R-clumps. · 
Proof: As in the proof of LEMMA 10, assume without loss 
of generality that ·Tis countable. 
. 
• 
Assume for some CER. that C is not a union of a~_Qmig __ _ R-cluJJlps. Then ua0 is properly included ip, C; so. choose 
. tEC so that tEUac· ~ ' Thus, t is a member of no atomic .. · 
.• J, •. 
·, , R-clump included in C. Now ?~oceed by or¢1.ip.al .inducti.on :----,--,-~---'-----_ _=··--~-- -
·~-·- ~- •.. -- . '" . -
., -·- .. - •'.. .......... 
---·-·-~-····--,---- ,__ __________ ----..----_ ----· 
- --- -··->..a· 












=~ :: :::::- --····-==~..:.=Cii-S- defined ·sothat a,;,· Pl'oP8:t'1y includes Op for each •- '-·----·~:---'; -•· -·- -- , _:._:~ .-:::::- :JJ'<.,J , --t~'cv , and Ci> is a no~-atom.~c -R-clump. Since CJ) is· . --




-__ •. -.- > . , are distinct from CJ] and'<;} =A1UA2· If .t~Al, let cv+1 =Ai;.., · .• -___ --- ... 
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25 Cv properly includes Cy +l ; and so Ci) 1 properly includes 
C"V+l for each zJ 1< z) +1. Also tcc-V+l ; and by the choice 
of t 9 C]) +l is hence a non-atomic R-clump e 
Now let A be any countable limit ordinal; and suppose 
that C]) is defined for ea?h ordinal iJ..c:::: tl so that CiJ' 
properly includes Ci) for each iJ'.c::. "JJ , tG Cj) , and C-;) is a 
non-atomic R-clump. Since rt is a countable limit ordinal, 
il= lim[Yk: k<wj where f]/k: k<wJ is s.nme increasing 
sequence of ordinals less than,\. Let CJ=nfcyk: k~wJ • 
.BOw f Cz;k : k<w} is a countable decreasing sequence of 
non-atomic R-clumps, and tEC?t since tECyk ifbr each k<W; 
so by LEMMA 10, Ctt is an R-clump. Bow tECn; so by the 
choice of t ,. Cr\ is a non-atomic R-clump. Finally, let ' 
' 
"V<il.. Since d=lim f Vk; 'k<'W?, choose n<W so that 
' 
· 1'< i) n. Hence, G,J properly includes C"J) • Btit ~~ C~n ; \ n 
. so C4J) properly inclu~es C~. 
The ref ore, for every countable ordinal ]) , Ci) is 
.... .•"'" • ,.... • :>- ·oc • " ~ .. • • • • -
• 
- -·-:-








~----------···. -------- .. -- -------·---· ---------,-------· -----------:ae.r-tnea-efo- that Ci>' -pr0Per1Y illci~d~~ CiJ tor each iJ<-iJ , 
.so th~t tECJ) , and so. that Ci) is·· a non-atomic. R-clump • d 
. But there are uncountably· many countab·le ordinals;. so , , .: ... ----·-···- _ .. ~- ~--,:~-- .. • • • .,. ' ,' • - • ...-.. --, ,. • -' • ' I ·• • • -• -- .. ' •• -
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_ :_______---C---_____:_----1·e e-n-t-radict-i~on aris_e_s-~---~Tlius;--~every----R-ciump is a~· union of . ···-···· 
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· ,f4, · ·- ·-;;_;- ----- '• ·1~. 
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. ~~-~--~=.---_:.:--. -~.---~·n:c:>n--atomic R-clumps .// .. -, .... 
,,, 
. 
~ery mi.nimal . R-clump is an atomic R-clump-. _ · . \ 
. 
. 
' .,,. ·, 
. . <t!I..__ .• 
.. 
THEOREM: 14 :: .,.....,-~.__-,, ' 
is non-atoillic, choose· A1 ,A2ER so that A1 · and · · ' . 
. .. ' . 
.. 
;·' - . Proo.f : · · .. If A 
" : .·· . 
> . · :' ; < , ... . __ A 2 are d.ist.inct' from A and A=A1 U ~ ~ Then A prop~;iY · ·· : - "•,. • .. ~,,. ,·, ,·- .. ,LI· r 
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includes A1 ; so A is not minimal in the partial ordering 
({R ,f; ), ioeo, A is not a mir1imal R-clumpo// 
REMARK: The following examples show that the condition -- ;qrFQtiip: £:.1.El!!lcO 
26 
"Mt is bounded for each t'=T" and the condition "f1 is 
bounded" are not related in general. It is also shown 
that the converse of THEOREM 14 does not hold in general. 
(i) Let A be uncountable. For some xtA, let T=AUfxJ . 
Mis defined as follows: 










___ .... _ ~~------
., 
\ 
T is an uncountable. component; so by THEOREM 12, it i.s not 
·- the case that Mt is bounded for each tET. However, M is 
·bounded. For each 06 'f(T),- C is an R-clump if£ xEC and C 
is countably infinite. .No atomic R-clumps exist; so th·e 
atomic Ir-clumps clearly do not generat~ the R-clumps. 
- ---
--- -·---·· . 
- ---
--- (II) Le·t T be-- CC>Unt8.b1Y' infinite, and let <tn) be 




. . -, . M( tn' tn+l )=M_( ~n+lJ.'~n2.::.n,~!;_t !c.r e~~-11. Il ~ •..... ---.~· ---:,,-·__..,...---'- ----------- -··· . ·:~~:::~~=-~Mctn, tn}~l . . . . . ··. C ; £or each IlE.:IN. 
.· .. . . ~ ...... . 
. . 
. . . 
-:-_~--~~. - ---. M(tm, tn )=0 ; for m, n€JN· , m;ln+l, and Il/m+l • __ ~------------- - __ .- · . - - ·----------- -- -· .. ··- •······· . ·--·- .- -- - . . 
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- a~omic R--clumPs-trivialiy .generate the R-clumps. No . . ..... ~ --. .... .. . . -...... ,_ ..... " .. 
-.... -------------
. -. minima;·· R-.clumps ex.ist, ... il-lustra·ting th~t~ the converse of· 
·. THEOREM, 14 does not h.old. in general. · , __ ,. -· ~ 
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(iii) Let T=fa, b}. M is de_fined as follows: 
M(a,a)=3; M(a,b)=M(b,a)~2; and M(b,b)=lo 
Then "lf?.==a== [{a! 9 fa 9 bJJ. Then fa, b} is an atomic R-clump 
- which is not a minimal R-clump; while faJ is a minimal 
and, therefore, an atomic R-clump. 
DEF'N. 13: Let AE°f>(T). Then A is a strong,clump if£~A is 
a connected R-clump. 
Let 1::, be the class of all strong clumps in T. 
REMARK: Clearly, }J =~nC: T• Also by THEOREM 11, a ~_J ; 





DEF'N. 14: Let ~~lP(.T). Let nEJN. - Then:. ... 
(i) ~ n is defined as ~B€l.? : If Bl/ =nf. 
• 
j 
(ii) n(~ ·) is defined as f UlJ = lB ~ lJ Wk 
' 
9J i f30~. ,. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF CLUMPS 
Section 2.1: !!! Interpr~tatio~ 2f. the Structure i~ 2M2. 
It is now possible to interpret (T,M) as a retrieval 
structure whenever the following conditions are imposed in 
addition to (M-i) through (M-iv) as given in Section 1.2. "' ' 
(M-v) Tis a finite set. 
--- - ---~-- - - ,--,....-- --~ -.-·-· --·· -··- ' 
r (M-vi) For each t 1 ,t2cT, M(t1 ,t2 )<o0 • 
Intuitively, Tis a finite set of terms used to charac-
terize a set of documents, and Mis a term-term association· 
--- -.-matrix which is derived in some way from such a characteri- - --------·-·-·-'. 
f-,~ 
\.,' ·, zation so that -the values of M indicate_, the degree to which. 
~ 
·term pairs are associated. Condition (M-vi) is a simpli~ 
. fying assumption which may be interpr~ted as· asserting that 
no two distinct vocabulary terms are "inseparably" asso~ I ~ 
... 
.. 
... -,---.---- -·--··. 
_-·-ciated in the characterization proce~s. This associative 
retrieval structure··· when properly implemented in an inf or-
mation retrieval .system gives the user of such a system 1, 
' ' . 
_ _____,_ ................. -· 
.-------··------------ -··-·-·· ... - . ,· . ---- ---· -- . 
-. --~--:-------~----·-------···-------:_-:th-e- capabili~,Y of receiving a~: output a weighted list or·--
. _____ / 
~ 
--- ·-·~ .· ----··-·--------· . ·-;- ---···--· .. ·--·--_,. 
. . 
. 
-----~--- --.-- -- --term~ in response to ,an input cons is.ting of a weighted -- -- -...tr:-"-- ---
!· ' . 
. . -·. - --------·--- ------,,---'----:-:-:: 
· ----1-ist--- of~- -te-rms. . The user's· ·input list· o.f. weighted.. terms · .. ···-·-------- - . ·-- - ' 
·,-
- ---- ---------· -
'. !: 
. - . ·: 
. ,·:,. ----- ------- . . . --~------ corresponds to· an -A-c.ombin.~tion . (see Section 1. 3.) where A, ---------··-·==- --:· .. -----· 
• 
. . .~ ..... 
. .~·- ... 
; .. ;, 
,-: 
:,,- . 
".· -;. ~ 1- -· 
. . . ...... 
··-··· ........ :.:: .. 
the~~et of listed terms,·reflects the u~er's ~ubje~t 
interests and where the "co-e.fficients",..o! the terms. 
r, ' ;-.Jnr • .,\.,..,. ... ~. -
reflect the US8r I 8 8S~ignment oi priori t"ie\s .tO hiS term .. ,; . ' 
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list$ The user selects a set A~T and chooses some TEV(A)G 
The system then computes the value of the function F which 
maps V(A) into V(T) so that F( L )=L{Mj ft1) t: tt.T} o For 
each tET, f-1-r(ft1) is the uco-efficient" oft in F(T)o 
In practice, the system presents as output weighted 
terms in decreasing order of their F~t)-weights until the 
user decides he wishes to see no more terms. The system's 
partial or complete 'listing of F(I) reflects the system's 
J 
----~-
assessment of priorities to the vocabulary terms which are 
- . •. " , -.> .-~.---_...:....:.. 
-most highly associated with I-, the user '·s assessment of 
his subject interests and priorities. The value of such a 
... __ process as an aid to, request re.formulation by th~ user in 
··- - --· ------~-----------
. 
-
terms of the syst_em' s characterization o.f its documents -is 
well-known in the field of information retrieval. 
(;-_ 
Moreover, 
with respect t9 the structure (T,M) interpreted as a 1 \,,. ,' .• ' ... 
r~trieval str~cture, the system's role in such a process 
is described precisely. 
, . 
;,, . 
. ..... J 
-------:-.---~- ·--·-··· --
.·:-·. 
- ·section 2.2:- ~ ~ampl!• 
The retriev~l.structure described inrsection 2.1 has· .. - .. - .. ·- . ,. - . _ ...... -- -·--·· , ... - "' 
' 
. ·-· ·-·· _· ____ .. ____ . ·------- ... ----- -··----•--..-··.e·-·--,... 
. 
. 
system which is presently being implemented a~ ____ t.t1e L~DER---- -------------_-~: __ :.: . 
---- - - ------
.. .. - - --- ..... 
- - --
- - . - -
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·not ·necessary to pursue .. the- relat.;ionship of· this retri·eval ·, .· ~~-. 
. 
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structure. to the rest of· the syst,em beyond 't_he brief_·,··. 
. . 
. ':'" 
' · ... -.· \ .· .·· 
._. : • ... t)- •. ; 
' . 
.,, ,'\, I 
remarks made in Section: 2.1. 
·.· . ! 
. ··.~. How~ve~, before.discussing . 
, r 
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applications of the theory of clumps to such a structure, 
it is illuminating to first present a concrete exa~le of 
a struct~e (T,M) and ~ 9 the class of all strong clumps. 
Figure 1 is a graph of a genus (or component) of terms also 
used for illustrative purposes on page 29 of L-3_7. In this 
· example, T=fa,c,d,g,h,i,j,k,1,nJ, and the M-value of a pair 
. 
of terms is given by the number on the edge connecting them. 
In Figu're 1, a, the class of all atomic R-clumps is f 1k! , fa ,hJ , fa ,kJ , {c, gJ, f d, gJ, {g, j} , fh ,n1 , ii, 1 J, fi ,n1 , f1 ,n~, 
{.a ,c ,j!, !a ,d, jj , fa,g t j}, {a ,h,j], f C ,d, js, f h, i, 1], ic ,h, j ,nJ t 
-_fd,h,j,nJ,lc,h,i,j,13,Za,h,i,j,lJ}. In Figure 1 there are 
· around 430 R-clumps; and the class of all strong clumps is 
........ -
-- · 11sted in tabular form in Table 1. 
.. . ' . . .. ) . 
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31 Table 1: The strong clumps of the genus in Figure lo I {a.,h,i,j,11 fa,h,i,k 9 1,n] .[c,d,g,h,i 9 j,n! i ~_lrl fa ,k} fa.,h,i ,j ,nj fa,h,j ,k,1,nJ fc ,d,g 9 h,j ,l,n1 fc,gJ fa,h,i,k,lJ [c,d,h,i,j,lJ lc,d,h,i,j,1,n1 1d,g1 fa,h,i,k,n} lc,d,h,i,j,nS fc,g,h,i,j,l,nl tg, j} la ,h, j 9 l ,n1 -f c ,d,h 9 j ,1,nl !d, g ,h ,i, j, l ,n1 [i,15 fa,h,k,l,nJ 'ic,g,h,i,j,11 l.a,c,d,g,h,i,j,l] {i,n} l.c,d,h,j,nl fc,g,h,i,j,nJ la,c,d,g,h,i,j 9 nj 11,n! fc,g,h,j,n} fc,g,h,j,l,nl {a,c,d,g,h,j,k,nj {a,g,jJ lc,h,i,j,ll {d,g,h,i,j,lJ !1.a,c,d,g,h,j,l,n1 fc,d,gJ {c,h,i,j,nJ [d,g,h,i,j,nl 1 [a,c,d,h,i,j 9 k,l} fc,d,j} fc,h,j,l,n1 fd,g,h,j,l,nl la,c,d,h,i,j,k,nJ , 
- --··-- - !c,g,j} fd,g,h 9 j,n} fa,c,d,g,h,j,kJ fa. 9 c 9d,h,i 9 j,l,nJ fd,g,j! {.d,h,i ,j ,11 fa,c ,d,h,i ,j ,ll [a,c 9 d 9 h,j ,k 9 1,n1 lb., i, 1} (d ,h ,i 9 j ,nJ 1,a ,c, d ,h, i, j ,n11 fa. 9C ,g ,h9 i 9 j ,k ,11 I {h, i ,nl ld ,h, j, 1,nf fa ,c, d ,h, j ,k,n1j fa ,c 9g ,h, i, j ,k ,nl ·· 
· fh,l,n! {g,h 9 i 9 j,1J- fa,c,d 9 h 9 j 9 1,nJif.a,c,g,h 9 i,j,l,n1 
• 
- {i, l ,nJ fg ,h ,i 9 j ,n's ia, c ,g ,h, i, j, 11 [a, c, g ,h, j ,k, l ,nl {a ,c ,d ,ji fg ,h 9 j, 1,n} fa, c 9 g ,h, i 9 j ,nJ [a ,c ,h ,i, j ,k, l ,n1 fa ~c ,g, jj la ,c ,d 9 g, j ,kJ fa ,c, g 9h, j ,k.,nJ fa ,d ,g ,h, i, j ,k, 11 {a ,d, g, jJ fa ,c ,d 9 h 9 j ,kj fa, c 9 g ,h, j, l ,nl la 9d ,g ,h, i 9 j ,k,n1 {a ,g 9h, j} fa ,c ,d ,h, j ,n} {a ,c 11h ,i 9 j 9k 9 11 fa ,d ,g ,h 9 i, j 91,nl 
~a ,g ,j ,kt ta ,c, g ,h, j ,kl la 9C 9h9i, j 9k \)nl fa ,d gg 9h, j ,k \) l ,nl 
~~....,---,-~---{a,h 9 i, 1} ta ,c 9 g 9 h \l j ,nJ fa 9C 9h II j ,k 9 l 9nl la ,d 9h 9i g j 11k ,l ,n} 
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j ;nJ · .... f~,d 
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nJ° 1)1 9 d 9 h 9 i 11 j 9 k 9 1} [a 9 c II d 9 g 9 h 9 i 9 j 9 1,n} 








i 9 j \)nl fa 9 d 9 h ll j 9 k 9 1 9 n} la I) c 9d l)h .,i I) j .,k 9 l .. nl ···- · ····-·--··- -- ·- · 
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· Ja, g ,b., ~j' ,kl {a ,~hh 9j, l 11 nJ {a 11h ,1,j ,k, l.,n! la,@;,h,j ,n {a. ,h,i ,j ,k,n 'fc ,d~g,h ,i ,,j ,1 .... 
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Strong clumps may be used in the retrieval structure 
of an information retrieval system such as LEADER in three 
interesting ways: (i) aiding the request reformulation 
process during man-machine negotiation, (ii) affording a 
means for defining in~ormal control methods to be applied 
' .. 1..." ' 
' . ·- r.,-- , .. _ .. ,,..r.• .. ,, 
·to the set of vocabulary terms, and (iii) affording a 
~eans for defining formal vocabulary control methods to be 
applied semi-automatical.ly. It should be remarked that in 
all three applications, the strong clumps should be com-
.. 
•• 
.. --'-,-~_.,,.c..v_,._~-·,.;.-!c. ,._ 
puted when the retri·eval structure is initially generated 
---~------and not during man-machine negotiation. Efficiency during-~---~-~--·--· 
.. 
. . ...... 
, 
the request reformulation phase of man-machine negotiation 
is of primary importance in any real-time interactive~· 
. ' 
retrieval system. If strong clumps are to be employed in 
negotiation, it must.be decided whether.or not. the cost 
:factor of strong clump -storage Olitweighs the efficiency 
:factor of quick system ·response.· Perhaps -the strong clump 
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Such activities are, of course, conducted by subject 
experts and system managers independently of man-machine 
negotiationo 
- ,J . .- r ,- .,- . 
First consider the application of strong clumps in 
negotiation. On the basis of the previous paragraph, it 
is assumed that strong clumps are stored in the system. 
Suppose that a user presents the system with a set A of 
terms during negotiation. The system then locates by some 
matching procedure a strong clump which includes A. The \ 
I terms in such a strong clump are more high.ly associated 
with each other than with any set of terms not in the 
clump. If not all the terms of A are in the same genus or 
component, no R-clump including A is connected and, hence, 
no strong clump includes A. For this reason it is assumed 
that the user has already narrowed his term set A so that 
A is included in a single genus. 
r,. 
Now assume that the user specifies that he wishes to 
---·- ,__ •. - .-
- - .. ,,.., •. , :,,lo·, .... ·• 
... - -- .: . 
see at least k ·but no more than n new terms where k~n. , __ , -· 
The retrieval . system scans ~ IIAl/ +k, ,8 IIAf/+k+l, ••• :'J IIAII +il 
in that order and selects the first st~ong -~~.~p .. (q.:r_ 1iAe.- ..... _,_,-~~-4·-------~~---··-· --- - .. -.-'- .. ' - ... - - . ·- . . . - . - - . . -·. . . . 
-
' 
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. '····----------- ... -------- -- ·-·-------- . . ...... -· ·--~-..... -.-------~---~- .. . - . ' -----c . --~~----~------~------------~· .. ·--~-----~.f-i·rst- -·few ···s·trong- c·1-umps )·--which · iiiclud.es .. A. · ·The new terms . . . 
~ 
-i.n-.:the selec,ted clump or cluJDpS are presented to the user: · 
1s .found,_. ----·- . 




·----·~--;_:_·.-~~:;~-,--·- ·the us.er' s reque~t ~s still .top broad· to be,.,ha,ndled by the·. - - ·.:.· ··-_---.:-.· · . 
.t L .(. ·,,.,_.i 
. . 
system. - . In t:q.is case;- tlie r .. equest is- h~ndled in th~ ·same.· 
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, manner as a request whose terms are not in a single genu·s. 
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criterion than genus-sharing for determining that a term 
set is too broad for document retrieval purposes and that 
further refinement and reformulation is desirableo 
Consider now the applications of strong clumps in 
vocabulary control. Such applications fall into the 
categories of informal and formal procedures. As an 
· example of inrormal control, subject experts and system 
managers examine each strong clump of sufficiently small 
size (or perhaps only each atomic R-clump), attempt to 
assign meaningful phrases to represent those strong clumps 
which seem to have intuitive as well as form~l coherence, 
··· -and remove those stro·ng c:l!uinps which have absolutely no 





---· -~----meaningful intuitive coherence. Such meaningful phrases . _ ---·-------
-i 




as are assigned would.then be used in the negotiation 
process ·.in place of the clumps they represent. 
_ In . the third and .f irial category of formal vocabulary. 
D 
control, one attempts to f·ormally relate the additional 
structure of strong clumps- to the original CO!}nectivity 
structure· (T .. ,M) as propo~ed in L.-:-3J. Strong clumps 
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35 "centrality" or importance in the genus. In the example found in Section 2b2, the unique probability vector values for a, c, d, g, h, i, j 9 k, 1, and n are, respectively, lfr;, fu, ~' fl25, 3\~, f1~' !1~' 3"f5, ili, and ~. The concepts "articulation point'• and ncentral point" 
t\i 
are different, as is made clear by the following discussion from page 37 of C3_7: 
In addition, there are several characteristic-vertices [terms] in the graph of the genus [in Figure 1 of this paper] whose removal will leave the graph unconnectedo The characteristics j, a, and h have this propertyo Such ·vertices are called artiqu!at!on £Oints 
~~,i,,..c.~.a-:..." 
' 
.. . ., 
.,.-.. 




' ... · of the first level genus o Even though these characteristics are not all heavily weighted in the unique proba-
• i 
bility vectoroOOj they are nevertheless important in assuring first level \r. connections between subgraphs. 
---------------
.... 
__ ,:. .... -- ---------=------ -----




'Thus, ·1t has- been recognized that unique probability vector.-·. 
V 
-
values are not really appr~priate for estimating articula-
.. 
tion values. 
,- - For each. tcT ·and for each nEJN , let the nth articula-:_ tion value of t, · written as an(t), be· the number of strong . . . clumps of cardfnali ty n whic.h CQnt,,ain terni' t; i .e_. , a.n(t) · .,,==-:.-=--~-.::::: 
,,-~-=--··__:__.-:=-~:;.;,JjJce-Jn+ t~c!JJ. The artiCu!ation values ·for the terms in 
-~-~~-- -~--·-·'--'-"-"" ........ ..:---~------
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• .function of_ t6T. and nGJN (where n~J/TI( )·. For each teTI, let· 









- H TJI . . 
.······· ... the articulation v~lue o:f t,written as a(t}, be t:,




These values may be found by summing· the rows of T·able 2 ; 
. : .,. 
·; ~ 
' for .each tET. Observ.ing Tal?l~ 2, it is clear that the 
- . 
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Table 2: Values of an(t) as a function of t~T and nEm 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
a O 1 1 
C O 1 3 
d O 1 3 
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' n 0 - 2- 3 4 14 19 22 16 6. 1-, 
articulation values for a, c, d, g, h, i, j, k, 1.,,. and-·n 
are, r~spectively, 95, 68, 68, 78, 118, 73, 121, 52, 73, 
and 8?.- The fact that ·j, a, and h have the highest· articu-
lation values agrees. with the fact that j, a, and hare -
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37 
into several genera. At the very least, associations 
among "useful 11 ·terms will stand out more clearly \11Jhen 
associations with spurious terms are eliminated~ In this 
way, the formal relationships between strong clumps and 
the original retrieval structure may be exploited by 
developing semi-automatic vocabulary control procedures •. 
'. 
!.,. ·~ 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE COMPUTATUION OF STRONG CLUMPS 
S~~ti<2!! 3.1: Basic Q:eerati9n~ in Computing §_!ro!}g Qlumps. 
Now that the theory of clumps and its applications 
have been presented, it remains only to provide an ~lgo-··, 
. r,.?- ri thm for computing ~he class of al.l strong clumps in a 
genus of terms. This algorithm is describeru in such a w~y 
that a computer program may easily be written to perform 
.. 
, . 
~ the computation. The computation procedure has two main -, 
. I 
. components 1,-1hich are cal~ed the 8:nalytic component': and t:b.~----- __ _ 
- - ---------- --·-- - -
, ~ ~-----~c-.----- - .-----
-- genera!ive 2_omponent. Let n€.]N, n~/ITIJ-1, be fixed for· the 
· 'remainder · o:f this chapter. First the nth stage o:f the 
· analytic component is described and then the nth stage of 
, the generative component i-s described, since this is the 
I 
- ..... 
- .... - -- ---- _..___ - -- ------
•. 
~ .... 
order in which these stages occur ~uring computation. 
{otation from Chapter 1 is :followed, and results from 
The ~: l -
' several theorems_ are quot·ed as procedural justification. 
· There ar·e five· basic! types of oper~tions involved_ in_ 
. . 
.,.: __ • .... - c.•• .. -' •• --- ... __ -- ,. -
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________ ----=~he ~irst faur of- these are rathe;r simple to describe,.' 
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. 
-· - - ·;- -» 
. ' is_not ~eally an·operation, but m~rely a notational device 
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in -a diagram to ind'icatre w:tiich ;compo~ent precede-a or ·follows . -
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1. STORE: Several storage areas are created for the 
purpose of keeping a list of sets in a particular class of 
setso The STORE operation directs that a set be stored in 
the storage area designated by the symbol for the corres-
ponding class. So, for example, "STORE: Xfanu means that 
the set Xis to be placed in the storage area in which the 
elements of the class (ln are stored. If the set Xis to 
be used later, the instruction might instead be "STORE:_ 
copy of Xta n,,, which means that a reproduction of X is 
create~ and stored while the original X remains in the 
work space. Storage areas may be.empty while the classes 
I • 
• • used to designate them are not • For exam.ple ,_ "an=¢" as .~ .. ----__,_ . · . ---· ----- )'.'. 
·
1 
• -•• .;.; 
-- pa.rt o:f an operation means not that the class {J_ n is equal 
• to the empty set, but that the. storage area designated .. oy ' . an is e_mpty of elements at that particular/time. 
2. ~AME: The RENAME operation is a device which ,_ 
. 
•, . changes label5on a s.torage area. ror example, the instruc4' 
-.. tion "RENAME: (n-l)(a) as n(a )" removes the label from } I , I 
i : 
/ the storage area it designates and attaches.another label,· 
' ' . 
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c·op1e~ of . several sets from an, putting theni in the work 
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result from takj_ng all possi.ble unions of these input sets 
from an (I 
4€1 TEST: Tl1e TEST operation (alv1a.ys folloived~ by a "?" 
and numbered for convenience) is really a'blanket operation 
which covers several different kinds of operatioz1s o This 
operation always has the effect of testing whether or not 
some entity has a particular property, either by looking 
at one of the storage areas designated by a class symbol" 
or by performing operations involving the matrix M. The 
result of a TEST operation is either a t1YES" or a "NO" 
..... 
• • I 
. . . 
. . depending on whether.~ or not the entity has the property. 
For example, "TEST 1: Q n=0?" is an instruction .to examine· 
----
. the sto~age area to see whether or not it contains any 
sets at that-time; and given a set X in the work space, 
"TEST 2: X ( J-a )n?" is an instruction to examin·e the 
.... --- --------1.-~·- ---------- - - . 
a:. 
storage area <J -a )n to see whether or not it contains 
a copy of X at,that time. As an example ·Of the kind of 
TEST involving M, ·"TEST:4: X connected?" is an instruction 
to ·~ee if there is a connected path between all terms in X. 
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. --··········--·-··--··_______!!:h..~"'-"~- ·-·---···-;:,·•; . 5. GEN: ·. The· --GEN opera~i.on is·,a.bit more complicated· i 
"' 
---·· - ·"'-· ·-· ·-
'•. 
than the ,prev-ious operatio:ns. GEN is .an ·oper3:tion which 
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multiple cyclic use of the GEN instruction; and the second 
variable~ called the variant, ranges over the elements of 
the determiner and changes after each single cycle through 
the GEN instructiono If the determiner is a set of terms, 
then the variant ranges over the terms of that set; and if 
the determiner.is a class of sets, then the variant ranges 
over the sets in that class. As long as new variants are 
available in the determiner set, a "YES" results from the 
GEN instruction; but as soon as they are exhausted, the GEN 
instruction res.ul ts in a "NO"~ There are three situations -~ 




(i) If the determiner· is a set X in th~ wo~k sp~~e_, __ 
.-------· _____ ........ 
______ · -~---- -------
-~ 
... 
----- ---~-----"GEN: X;x" generates elements of X. More ov&r, the 6±der 
in which the variant x takes on new values of Xis the 
.: 
·"alphabetical order" which is imposed on T throughout all 
c()mputations. At the beginning of each single GEN cycle, 
... 
either "GEN: X;x"·. results in a "YES" if a new element of -X 
is ·available, wher~upon this· element .. is put in the work 
. 
. 
· ·space, or else "GEN:· X ;x"- results in a "NO" if all the. 
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' (ii) If the deteiminer is the class f (T)n, then .... . 
. .. 
. ------.. .... ... . ,._ .. - .. 
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~ induced ·on al,l sets of cardinality n. .(!or example, the . , .. ·. ··, . ,. ·.·.., 




- . ' ' ,- . ' ,· .. ' ' sets in Table 2 .-.a.re listed in this induced order.) As · . -. ··---·.·· · · 
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before, ~,hen a "YES" rest1l·ts, the; nevi set in °f(T)n is put 
in the work space; and \·1hen a "NO" results, f' ( T )n has been 
exhausted and the multiple GEN cycle terminateso 
(iii) If the determiner is a storage area, the sets 
in the storage area (i.e., the varian~s) are put in the 
work space one by one in the order in which they are stored 
as long as the GEN instruction results in a nYES". As soon 
as a "NO" results, the storage area has been completely 
emptied, and the GEN cycle terminates. 
Section~: The nth Stag~ of the Ana~yt!~ Oom£onen~. 
·-' ;,I; 
Recall the assumption in the previous section that Tl 
-
·is- a genus and that ncJN , n:G:.J( TJ{-1, is fixed. The fallowing ---------- -· 
is a discussion of the nth analytic component; i.e., the nth 
stage of the·analytic component. The nth analytic stage 
follows the ~rigi)th generative stage if n~2 and precedes 
the nth gener~tive stage. Before the nth analytic stage 
begins' the storage areas ('lR -i )n and (.,8 -a. )n have been 
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computations were performed by the (n-l)th 'generative --- : . . . 
. 
-
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before, when a "YES" resul·ts, the; new set in f (T)n. is pt1t 
in the \·1ork space; and v1hen a nN0° resul·ts, lP ( T )n haa been· 
exhausted and the multiple GEN cycle terminateso 
(iii) If the determiner is a storage area, the sets 
in the storage area (ioea, the variants) are put in the 
work space one by one in the order in tihich they are s·tored 
as long as tl1e GEN instruction results in a "YES"~ As soon 
as a "!\TO" results, the storage area has been completely 
emptied, and the 'GEN cycle terminateso 
§ectio!! ,2.2: The nth g;tag~ of the AnaJ:yt!c Com;eone~t,. 
Recall the assumption in the previous section that T_ 
is a genus and that ncJN 9 n~J(T:J(c=,l 9 is fixedo The following 
is a discussion of the nth analytic component; i.e., the nth 
stage of the ·analytic component. The nth analytic stage 
· follows the .(:ri:S1.) th generative stage if n~2 and precedes 
the nth generative stagee · Before the ~th analyti~ st~ge 
begins 9 the storage areas -(lR a=aj )n and (.J === Cl )n have been 
;completely computed (ioeo, th~ storage area-designated by 
·. ·.·· . (3? ..;,.,.,f )n contains all and only those sets i.n the class· • • • •• • J • 
• • • 
• 
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· • stage o The purpose of the nth analytic stage is to ; . 
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the storage areas an and ,,$ n. A diagram of the order of 
th operations in then analytic stage appears in Figure 2o 
An explanation of this diagram constitutes the remainder of 
this sectiono 
It should be remarked that the first analytic stage 
(n=l) is the beginning of the overall clumping procedure; 
. ' , . - . 
. 
and all the storage areas are initially empty. However, 
CR-,1 )1 and ( J -0.. )1 are still completely. computed at - _______ .. _ ... _,. ___ ,,-._.~-,-,·_--. ·::...__- . 
. 
.. 
this point since.these classes are empty. CR~J )1 is 
empty because every singleton is connected (by LEMMA 5) 
and, hence, is a strong clump if it is an R-clump. Also, 
. 1 . . 
____ :.. __ -.(,8 -a) is empty because every singlet·on which is . . --.. ---..... -. ..... a--~ ... --. --~-·=-,-~--- -------- ·-·--
-
- - --- ~--------~------
_,._ --- -
.. ~ ..... 
.. ~ .. ' 
strpng clump and, hence, an R-clump must be atomic. 
As soon as the nth stage or the analytic component 
begins, elements of f(T)n are generated in the appropriate 
order untl:1 lP(T)n is exhausted, at which time th~ nth 
analytic· stag~ terminates and the nth generative stage .... ---.-
begins. A typical set · Xt 1' (T )n is now traced through the · 
... 
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· discarded, .·and a new set· of cardinal!ty· n (if it ~xists) 
~- . . 
. 
. 
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. .. • • ,1-0· ~ . 
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Figure 2: th Diagram of operations in then stage oft~ 
analytic componento 
BEGIN: nth stage of analytic 
component (from Figure 4)e ~ 
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GEN: cf'(T )n ;X o ,":1'-.. -------~----------
------>BEGIN: nth stage of generative 
component (to Figure 3). ~~ 
# TEST 1 : XE ( 1R---J )n?? 
NO ~YES~------------------------------------------~--~ 
'1, 
TEST 2: XE( J -=-a )n? 
NO 
t 
----->STORE: copy of XEJn.------------
TEST 3: 
NO ES-------------------------....... -------.-------------~ ~ • _,,, J' .·- ,.• ..... ,,. • ..... , -•. _.._ - . - ·"' -,. •;'°-; .. a.> ,, , > • ,. • •• ·• *· • 
TEST 4:- X connected-? - - . ---..!.---. _... .... -- -..c· ~-- ·-- --- --~-- --- - - - -- . . 
Y:s NO---.. s,STO~: · copy of X6"8tn.-·------. ------~ 
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2 ( i7 a )n? ti 
. ' h v .. ct /l n a TEST : XE xJ - .. If a '~YES' results, t en .tu;;{'VL..- , 
XtJ n, and XflRn; so a copy of Xis stored in storage area 
J n 9 and the process rett1rns to "GEN: PCT)n;X"@ If a "Non 
resu~ts, further tests are performedQ In all such further 
tests 9 it is knoivn that either X.fQn or X~1t'n since the 
storage areas c R -=-J )n and < J -a )n are completely com-
puted before the nth stage of the analytic component begins. 
TES'T 3: XE"lR°n? If a "YES" results, X is already in -





. ' ... 
"GEN: °P(T )n ;X" instruction. If a "NO" results, X·~··may or· 
- may not be a member of the class Jln since the corresponding 
storage area is only partially computed at this -time. .. . -·-···------~---
TEST 4: X connected? - If a "NO" results, x~an (by.t 
. ... ---· .-----..---------~-·-- -
' .. 
THEOREM 11); so .. by -the remar~ at the end of TEST 2, xe:(1l"n. 
' · 1 copy of Xis stored in '"Mn, and the process returns to 




' TESTS 5, 6, 7··, · an~ 8: This . group of four tests taken 
'' .-- -
- together constitutes the "short .check" for clumps and uses 
.. 
' 
. . . 
, ' 
. . ·. - THEOREM 10. - Elements x of.·~ are_ generate~ .. (i~ -~-~p~a.1?.~t.~.~~~JL.--------.,....···-·-·····r··.· 
...... ,--~a-·• .••. ~:--==·-,C>rd_er) •. ~ntt1 x·-is exh~-usted ~";··~~t;l · ~~e ~hypotne:s1s··. of.. - .· .. ~--~ . -•~ ······---' 
. 
, .• · · THEOREM 10 is satisfied ~ith A=X...:.fx1 and t=x for some xEX · ·· .,~ · --. . ' ,; - . . - . .. 
- - ··- - .. --..,...,--,·-:--- --·- ·:--· 
' 
- .. .._._ 
<l ' --c-------------··· ·.--:·. -~---... ~~Xi. e •-, .f-0r some _xE:.X , __ TE_s~.~~e_suit.s~4n---~. ".Ne-'L-·-a-nd1,ttiier-·:-- _____ --· ·-.---· ::~----- -.. · . 0 ' -~-_;;_.:__~·,-.-_ -•=•-... -:C--.. ~~· I " 
•• ,,. • 
-
---· 
, , ' 












is bypassed i~, ~he .first. anal~c ,stage.. If TEST 5 ~esults - . · .. - • . -- - ,a;i 
in a "NO'!, {X]¢ a1 since the stO:rage area is completely .... ~. • ',, • 
• 
! .,·· ••• 
. computed lit the . beginnillg of ·. the nth analy,-tic stage, n~2; · ' ,. 
. .;- . )··· .. 
'' ' ,Q 
.,. - . ' . . 
·'f 
11. ' 




so txS¢'iR since all singleton R-clu1nps m11st be qt;omicG. 
If either TEST 6 or· TEST 7 results in a "YES", X-lxfl='tJ?e 
By TIIEOREM 10 and THEOREfvJ 7, if l\'1 (T--]C)~ I'1 (X) 9 then X is X X 
an R-clump and, by the remark at the end of TEST 2, Xis 
also in a_nQ So if a "YES" results from TEST 8, copies of 
X are stored in an and J n O On the other hand 4/ if a UNO" 
results from TEST 8, X does not satisfy the definition of 
an R-clump; so a copy of Xis stored in 4R0 • Note that 
TEST 8, _ i.f performed·, is performed· exactly once for just 
one element x of X; and this is sufficient to determine 
whether or not Xis an R-clump. Mter TEST 8 is performem-· 
-- I 
• . ___ -.;-J. ~ .... ~ .,,- • .-- . KC 
,, 
and the appropriate storage operations are carri·ed out, tne~--~---~ 
----~-- -------··--·· --proces~ returns to "GEN: (f'(T)n;X.". If TEST 5 always 
~-. 
· results in a "YES" or if both TEST 6 and TEST 7 always 
· result in a "NO" whenever TEST 5 .results in a "NO", no xEX· 
ever satisfies the property that x-ZxJ€°R and Jxi ¢ i. In 
· this cas~, THEOREM 10 a~nd the "short check" for clumps_ f'ails 
· t.o be .. of use; so after the "GEN: X ;x.,,· cycle terminates, · 






----'---c--·-____:,_ __________ --·-. -------=-·------------------,---::------. --·~--.----~----~-
- - --· 
.. ________ . ---.-----·--· -··,··"· ----
, . ·T-EST~--9..:::. T41-i-S-_-" l-eng -e-hee-kn -.for c·lumps·-±s~S-(l--c·atled~ -.-·- - . - · --- --~ -----··" ___ -_ 
- __ ., ___ , ____ -·---------·-·· - -because Mx(T-:!) and Mx(X) are computed and compared for -
.. --...,..-----------~ a ~h__ ~El~--until __ · e_i_~h.er -a __ _!!_NQ!~_, _re.suJ.-ts---&o-~-me - x-@· ,---i-n--'W~~.---_ .... ~-.--'-----'-. ·-~--------~---. 
-
. . ' . 
---------·. _. --·'---------- ----
- ---- '-·-·-~--~·-,_' __ .... __ · ___ . __ _:_ ·.· ·, --·--·-'·-r·--·-
---- ·-·---·------·-·,--·--.- . ' 
• ' 
. 
. ' : . 
. . . . . . --- • . q ·'· : 
. . . . --. -.·---:-~.=-----·-.--·:·-~:,~----eas .. e· X, is·not an R~clum._p, or unti1··a--·f'_l9ES" results ,or .,each~ 
• ,fl 
·-:r 
xEx·,_ in whichca~e .Xis an.R-cl·ump. If~ is not an R-clump, 
' ·~ .. ·,_. __ 
, · a copy of X · is stored in ~n ~ If X is ~n R-clump, X is, 
.- -! 
. ' .,~· 
,· 
"· I!, 
- · __ · :atomic by the ._remark aP. the · e.nd of TEST ·2·_; · $0 copiles of x· are· ...... 
. . 
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stored in ().n and Jno In either case, the process returns 
to 0 GE1'T: 1P (T )n ;J(" after the decision is mad_e and the set 
is stored appropriately. 
This e11tire procedure continues until all term sets 
of cardinality n have been inspected and iP(T)n is exhausted. 
"GEN: "lf (T)n;X" then results in a "NO" and the nth stage of 
the analytic component terminates. From the previous dis-
cussion' it is clear that the storage areas "'U?n' an' and 
· Jn are completely computed at this point; so the nth stage 
of the generative component begins. 
. .
... 
Section 2.:.2=· Phase 1 of the nth Stage Of the Generative-'--~~~-
-. --·-------------···-· -~----~-~-~---- . 
____ .£]_ &..... -·· -----
Q2mponent. 
. ·---... ~- -,----·----- -------
-- Th f 11 i. · ~ d. · o·r the nth t· e o ow- ng 1s '.-a 1scuss1on gener.~ 1ve 
' ....... 
t .. . th th t :r th .. t __ . componen ; 1.e., e n . s age o e generative componen • 
~ th . ' ! th 
. The -n: . ·,-generative stage follows the n analytic·· ~tage 
/ j .... ! ) 
. ' . th 
·. and precedes the (n+L.) analjtic . stage Lf n~Jlr:D//-2. \ The 
storage areas "W2'"n' an' and J n have been completely com-
.J 
- r • - ,. " 








-- --·-·---·· - . - -·. ·-··--- ·-···--·-· : ____ · ____ . . 
. .. ·. --· -----~·-· --- - ..... ·-·-----. ---· ·-------'-"'-----· 
--~ge~ne-rat-±ve --~stage. --. --{--13:,--nEF-•-N;,~ ~--14--;~· if-- -n-=I, then. (11:..1) ( Cl, )-- . · -----·-· --- .. - -- ---------'---'--
--:=o<a)=tU1B: Bk-l) ak and £1,B}=i!; so <n-i)<a> is . 
---'--··---~ . . . . . . - 0 -- ·- -0 k ~ l ' - ···----·· -- ---·- -· -·- ~ - -·· .. ---- _-__ - --·-· -·-·- - . -··- -.-- ----=---- --·- ~--~.,-- ' . . ' 
. ··-··-··---·· -- .. _~ ___ .:.-___ ._ - -~_til.l _ _cqm~-le-te-1~--e-e-mpu-t-ed~-t-~--t-~---p~ornt-;-)----·.~Tne. storage 
.:,~~------~-----=--:C,.---.-. ___ .: __ ·._-~_cc'.:._:_ .. ~ __ .c__ ··. .; . ~ O n -· · · · · · ·· . . .. ·. . " ·. .. . . . ·. .. th , · · · ... · · .· . .. · · · · · · · ----·-------·--.. ~-~;-· ~~~--~-.,~ .· · : ··--,----~-:-~~L----~---·are.a. x, _is not us~d in then·: generative component, .· -·._ :_·.----~:=:: ·_ ... • • ' ' • • • • • • • 0 
- • 
• ~-L • • • 
-. l ; • • • • ' 
~. _: whiqh consists of tw9 phases. Storage areas (n-1) (a) ~nd:: . ' 
... ... ' 
' 
. an are used 1n phase 1 r or the purpose of comPi:teJy com-
. . ;. -"~' ··' puying n ( a ) • and I (Ji--a }n:1-l :and. of partially . computing . . 
. -· 
. ' . 
0 • 
• 
. i • ¢ 
~ ) 
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• i" ~ 
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,- .• 
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. ~. . 
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cft-Q,)k, where n+2~k:$l!TIL Later in phase 1, the com-
pletely computed storage area (~ -a_ )n+l is used for the 
purpose of completely computing CR -}1 )n+l and cJ -a. )n+l. 
Storage area Vn is used in phase 2 for the purpose of 
partially computing le"n+l. A diagram of the order of 
operations in phase 1 of the nth generative stage appears 
in Figure 3. An explanation of this diagram constitutes 
the remaiI1d.er of this section, while phase 2 of the nth 
, __ -___ , '- .;._._; •.. ,.._.=,_..__.,_.,.a c_:,_c·=-~ --'""' .• '• _ - - ., ____ , __ --~=,..__,..,._,~-c;... __ --.,_..,.,,~ ...... ,-,.._ ... 
·generative component is discussed in the next section. 
As soon as the nth stage of the generative component 
begins, phase 1 begins; and,TEST l is performed. The 
.. 
. ~ . 
. stor~ge area an is completely computed at this time; so 
-- .. ---- __ ___c..;.,.. _
_
 .....---. 
----·--------··------- .. _ if it is empty at this time, no atomic R-clump o_f cardi-
nality n exists. Hence, if a "YES" results from T~ST 1, 
... (n-l)(l{ )=n(a); so the storage area designated by (n-1)-(a) 
is appropriately renamed n(a), and the process moves to 
the instruction "GEN: (R-Q.)n+l;Z". On the other hand, 
· if a ''NO" results from TEST 1, the storage area· J'(n) 
created and J°Cn)=iU&: 5J~anJ is computed., 
. - - ·--· - ----- -
l.S 
. 





.. ' . 
.•, ~ ii<:, 
--------'--~-_-=-) -=-=~;J{nJ·::are::pu.1r: in the· work· space orie bj Orie Uiltil .. :f(n) ±:s:~---===-~ -··----· .... 
. & emptied~-· Every such input _set· undergoes TEST! 2, which has . -~ ....... . 
·--· __ .;_: --~··· ~-,ehe . ~ff ~(jt" 6£ ·· ·disct:1.rdinti aii" ~emb_ers_oi~_l~(n);whi~h~ai:['~~dY-,~-=--.-,-·:_. ________ .... • 
• 
• 
• • ri • __ • 
.. 





·. i ---~"-=~~,_:c-.:~ are. stored· in. {n-1 }( a ) :and . of .. storing the rest in the ·.·.. .•..•.. .... ~ ~-£:'- :c: .. ·.·. . 
.. ·. . : .. ~.···.· i s~orage· a;;~ ~(n). , After, each set in J(n) haS ·b8en . ·· . · · ·-.. 
-~· . -~ ... -~ r • 
. 
. . . . . 
.. ,,._,...-·,. 
·. ! . ·~,c 
··- · .. : "-='"'-- ---~~~~'·Co''·,.--. ~ ~ . ' - ••• -- ·---
• ~ , "* ' 
· .. ·· · · ........... inspeCted and }(n) is exhausted of • sets, the storage area . 
·. ·. $(n) · is COI!lpletely 
. . . ~;-. ·: 
' .-. ,. 









. . . "1:l. . 
computed and c:onsi,sts ·.of.· a'll R-:clumps -· 
. . ' 
S' : 1 
. ? . 
. . 








. \ - . ' 
Figure 3: Diagram of operations in phase l of the nth 
stage of the generative compor1ent. 
BEGIN: nth stage of generative 
component (from Figure 2). ~ 
!GIN: phase 1. 
T ST 1: {ln=tJ? . ' 
\V YES >RENAME: (n-l)(a) as n(a). 
COMPUTE: lf(n)=l U~: 'S~a nJ. J, ' 
GEN: J(n); X. "-------------.. 
YES111-i-> .... T ST 2: XE(n-1) (-~)? 
YES------. 
- -- ,... ,_ ,--~--,.e_-.. ---·,-...."".-.._--,. --- -~·- ,·- -__ _ 
~~-·-----·- STORE: xtk(n). ----
COMPUTE: 7f(n)=5AUB: A€(n-l)(Q) and B£~(n)J. ,J, l . . 
IfNAME: ,gr(n)U}/ (n) as tf (n). · . ·· 






as n( tl). 
TEST 3: Yf(n-l)(a)? 
NO · ~ 
. 
TEST , ~ : JI Yll =n? · 
. 
(to· Figure 4). -,~ 
.. 
. . ' 
- ·-
- ~ -· ·-----"-
. !· .-<. 
-·----
1S NO . )>BEGIN .. : phase 2: . 




. --- -----·· -, ----;- -~-- -
-- - --
. . . 
· ,o f · n+l I - • YES ' .- NO-. :>STORE: ZG((ll.-)0 ) . - • . ... - ._ 
..... 
't 
. .... "' 
. 
. 
. .. . . .. . -
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Which are generable by unions from an and Whicb are not 
n-1 
ak generable by unions from lJ (i.e., which do not belong 
to (n-l)(a) )o k==l 
After ,l/(n) is completely computed, a new storage area 
'Ji (n) is created and 7/ (n)==tA UB-: At;; (n-1) (a ) and BcJ} (n)] 
is computed. As soon as '#(n) is completely computed, the 
storage areas ilcn) and 'fl (n) are merged into a storage 
area which is renamed J(n). Hence, tf(n)=1J(n)u1f-(n). 
ti(n) consists of those R-clumps which are generable by 
n - . 
unions from u a k except possibly for. some which are 
. k=l n-1 k 
generable exclusively from l) Q • To see this, it Su.f.fices 
k=l 
to show that n(Q)-(n-l)(a.)~t.f(n)Qn(Q). But clearly -----~~--·-- ' 
• tfCn)Gn(Cl); so to show that n(a )-(n-1) ( a )~tf Cn), let 
Then.the following assertions hold: 
.. n k 
CEn(Q)-(n-l)(Q). Since CEn(Q), choose F~ua so 
that C==UIB. Let ~1=lBncn-l)(a) and Jet lB2~BnJJcn) .. . . ..... 








- --- ; · that @ ~ 11? 1 U i9 2 , let BE 7B . Then choose k~ n so .that 
·--------~:~-- Rtak. I.f k<n, then Beak~(n•l)(a); so I±Ef5
1
. I.f k==n, --~-------
. . . . 
... 
. "thep ~Ean_c- J,(n); so BE'£ 2 •. Hence, ·B€J3i..J°l?a• _ __:_-~~~- _ -- . $1 ' -- .. "' • - • - ------- -- - -··· • • -------· --'--~- . ' 
(i~) C=(U-a3 1 )U(tJF 2 )r This .follows because: • A 
. ' I • 
. - . 
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(iii) U7B2E,,.,g,(n): Now 82c;;)Jcn)C"'S(n); so by 
the de.finition of 3=(n), it follows that UF.,t:J°(n). 
C 
It is clear from TEST 2, which is in the "GE1\J: J (n) ;X" 
cycle, that U ~ 26 (n-1) (Q ) U.i7(n). So assume that 
u'/B2E(n-l)(a )o Then CU81)U(UIB 2)t(n-l)(a), since 
(n-1)((1) is closed under union. Hence, by (ii) it 
follows that Ce(n-l)(a ), which contradicts the choice 
51 
of °'n ( a_ )-(n-1) ca ) . Thus, U lJ3 2~Cn-l) (CL ) • However, ·-·· -·--·--· 
u-e2E(n-l)(a)1Jl/(n); so U132Elf(n). ', :: ' 
(iv) ct:.tl(n): There are two possible cases. · 
· If Ua31= ¢_, then C= Ulf 2 by (ii) •. Then by (iii), 
c:Ui2£,bcn)SiJcn)Ut/cn)£ti. Cn)-. . ----~-·--- .. 
-------- ~ ~ 
L If U"lf311' ¢' then 71311' ¢; so UilE(n-l)(a).~ 
. . 
... . . 
• 
Thus, by (ii) and (iii) , it is clear that C is a union . 
of a set in (n-1) (a ) and a set in J; (n); so C6 'JI (n) 
. . . f;,:,(n)U'l/ (ri)J;;;t1, (n), ... · ·I : • •. 
Lf . I ...-J.._. ------- · 
I 
Jl 
In either case, cGJ.(n). 
Surnmari:z.ing ·assertions (i) through (iv), any set C . 
".· . which' belongs to n(a)-(n-l)(a) also belongs to d (n); . 
. . . I . . 
- ~4 - ! 
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- -------, i ~. , • - - '• I , '·-· , , , • ----- - ·-
- .. ______ : · · · · ·, .:·.- ·· -· -- ·- Now since it ha.s been assumed tha.t TEST 1 results in ' 
... ·.····:a "N0 11 ,-the class a_nJi.(J,, __ ?~~ qn{;i,(n)~J(ri); so the·.(.~~ "·: 
.•.• ········: :c· .·.···' ~.:o-:.--~.-"L;~age.=area e#(n) ±s--~±n±tiai-lrnun-ernpty. St,ts from the . . .. . 
..... ....... . . ' . '\ 
' , • ' • I. 
· =·=-~=-=~=~"- storage area rf (n) ru;e put .1-n the work space on~ by- one 
. :_ -; 
I .. 
- ·--"; ' 
- - ~ . ,--------- ..... -.~-~ .- .. --~- ---·- ·. ·-
... 1 
.·· ·-· ·:;,. 
·- of:) • 
...-: · · · untii ev~ntually cf (n) is exhausted. ?uppose t.ha.t Y is .. 
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a typical input set from t/(n). If TEST 3 results in a 
"YES", Y· is discarded since Y is already in the completely 
computed storage area (n-1) (a_); and if TEST 3 res11l ts in 
a "!'Jon, TEST 4 is performed on Yo If TEST ~ results in a 
"YESu, then \\Yll=n and Y is hence an atomic R-clump since 
it is not expressible as a union of smaller R-clumps (i.e.,. 
.. since it is not a member of (n-1) (Q.) ) • If TEST 4 results 
.- cc.......---.,,..e ___ -:.:-.--=r- ·=·--·- .. , 
. in a "NO", then ((YU~ n+l and Y is hence a non-atomic R-clump 
since Ytc:..f(n)~n(Cl). Thus, if a "NO" results, a copy of Yi 
is stored in (1(-a )IIY.ll. In either case, y is stored in 
.\ 
n( (l.)-(n-1) (a) since YE tf (n)(; n(a ) and since Yef'(n-1) (a) 
.. 




Sets .from the storage area J (n) ar-e pUt· in -tne work 
space one by one.until ~(n) is exhausted. But since 
... ,· n(a )-(n-l)(a_ )Ctf(n), the .storage area n(a )-(n-l)(a)--.__ 
' 




· ·· .Since (n-l)(Q) is completely computed,· the merged storage 
I 
-
area [n(Q )-(n-1).(Q ~u (n-l)(a) is also completely com-
: puted; so [n(a )-(n-l)(a )]U (n-l)(a) is ai,p~opriateiy 
. - - - - - ~--. - _.__ --
(1)1 . 




. · • · r - " "GEN : CR - (l ) n~l ; X" • -· -- · · 





.It is clear that as· this GEN.cycle begin-s.~ n(a) is~- ·~ 
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• e case a is 1me that 
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-
. 
· -.. .. : '_. , · .partially computed ror -ri+2~ k_~l{T/{. .l~y the time this GEN 
... ii, ; cycle begins' 'all the sets _in n( a ) ·have' been inspected to -~. . 
. 
·._ .': ,· .. , see. whether .. t.hey· are· ~tomic· or- non-atomic. R--clumps... :_ · · 
·- .-1 ' 
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Therefore, to show that CIR- a )n+l is completely computed, 
it suffices to shoiv tha.t (cR -a )n-+~l~ n ( a ) 0 
Suppose that C~ ( O{ - a )n+l. Then /(c/(==n+l and C is 
a non-atomic R-clumpo Since C is a non-atomic R-clump, 
choose A1 ~A2E(]t so that A1 and A2 are distinct from C and 
C=A1UA2 • Then C properly includes A1 ; so J[A11/<l/c/J=n+l. 
But A1 is an R-clump; so by THEOREM 13, A is the 11nion of 
some atomic R-clumps of cardinality less than or equal to 
n. Hence, A1€.n(a ). Similarly, A2e:n(a); so it follows 
.that C=A1UA2En(a ). 
' : In·the final portion of phase 1, TEST 5 divides the 




sets 1n the comp1ete1y computed storage area cR-a)n+i ·. · · _._ ~, ··· ·, -------~-
.· 
. ~ ' into two exhaustive and mutually exclusive clasies; namely~ 
' ... 
(n:l - ~ )n+l a~d CJ - a )n+l. As soon aS all' the sets in ' 
. 




. --~---- -~·----------- ·-, 
and cJ -a )n+l are completely computed; and the instruction 
"-GEN: . CR -a )n+l; Z" 'results in a "~0". A't this time, phase 
1 of the nth stage of' the generative-coffiponent terminates, 
I , . 
' ·-
-
- ~-- --- --- - ---- - ----
-- - - -
-
---'-------~----- -- •----: ------------- "."-- ----' . 
-. 
. 
S8ction-~;~:c_Phase- 2 of. the ,nth s-tage ~o:r~th8'G;t1e;~1;1;e ~ .. ·' . .. - a I i-. I c' ; , 
: -·~ .. -,, Component. 
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Figure 4: th Diagram of operations in phase 2 of then 
stage of the generative component. 
B.EGIN: phase 2 (from Figure 3). 
'V ··. ;rrn GEN: · ~ ;XQ ~------------------... 
NO·--____.>BEGIN: (n+l)trr stage of analytic component (to Figure 2). 
T-X;x. 
YES NO-----~-------------------------------'-i, 
TEST 1: xUfxJtRn+l? 
I. 
' .. : . 
:o 
2: f\(X)=O? ·, 
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.. 
. ' . 
YES--------------=========~=~~~=4c--~~~---~---~~------~ -·· -···--- _ __!: __ _ 
. ' 
.! 
YES 0 1NO --~·· ·__.·.,~;~~~------------1 








storage area wn are inspected one by one until . tl).e ~sto~a-ge -
. 
~·-
area is exhausted, at which time "GEN: 'R'n;xi• results·in a·· 
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is already in this storage area. If a. 0 YES" results, a 
ne~·.r element x o_f T-X (if i·t exists) is generated; and if 
a 0 N0° results, TEST 2 is then performedo 
TEST 2: f\(X)=O? If a "YES" results, then fx3.~X (by 
THEOREM 2-i); so X U~x3 t lR (by THEOREr1 9-ii, since Xf;tf iJl 
and t'x, fx1J is separated). Then a copy of xUfxJ is · .:. 
stored in ~n+l, and a new element in T-X (if' it exists). 
is generated. If a "NO" results, TEST 3 is performed. 
·a 
. - -~~""'' "'--' '"' .. .._,_ --~ ....... -_- - -
---~~-~-"·--
. . . 
... 
• re~ultsi nothing is determined;.and if a "NO'' .results, 
copy of xU[xJ is xUfxJ 
• clearly not R-clump; 1S an so a - - - I .~·...I -: ,~ 
... 
• O(n+L. - . stpred • In either in case, a new 
~
 ....... ___ 
·-(if it exists) is then generated. 
element ._of . T-X---- ~--/ 
- . --- - - -- - --
. . -------
-- -- -- C ••• 
' 
This sequence of three TEST operations-.cotitinues 
. 
until T-X is. exhauste_d ___ of. elements- a.t wh-ich -time -the-------~. -. - - --~--- ---~--- - . --- .. .. - -- ---- -- --- ------~--1 - -- .------
.,.,.,\ . 
-. -,. . . . 
"GEN: -T~X;x" instruction ~esults in a "NO".- The process 
then:moves back to the "GEN: l{n;X" instruction, and a new 
I 
_-set (if it exists) is input from ~n. · Afte~ l(n is e·mptied, 
·phase 2 of the nth Senerative component terminates,,,,,'With 
r 
,. .. , 
' 
·,·,1.'""-.. 
· orn+L ·partially compUtea; and. the (n+l) th stage :0:r ,t;p.~_ _----~--, • -- - - •• --- •••. ·- • - ·-- ' • •-
.-
-
------- --·- 4 ·--~. 
• ' ' •• i - ------_~---
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(\IT!l-l)th analytic component, simply add T to the storage 
area .J \ITII and if, for some tl::T, t belongs to no previously 
computed set in a_ n 9 11=1, 2, o o e , lf T{l -1 j also add T to the 
storage area a_llTII. At this point the actual computation 
procedure is terminated. Due to the structure of the GEN 
operation, all sets of an and ,J n are stored in alphabetical 
order. 
One may-:; ii- one wishes, eliminate TEST 3 of phase 2 · 
of the nth generative component. In fact, one may wish to 
eliminate all instructions in the nth analytic component 
dealing with the storage area ~n -as well as all of phase 2 
of the nth generative c~mponent. Such alternatives entail---- ---- -__ __,_~ 
. .. .. 
' 
increased computation ti.me in TESTS 4 through 9 in the nth ·, ---------
analytic component. Alternatively, one may wish to retain· 
in~tructions dealing ____ w~-h- -lr-~---wh-i-1-e----droppmng··--TESTS-··· 5---- --· 
through ~ (the "short chec~") in the nth analytic compo-. -· -~ 
nent .- In fact, any combination of these operations may be 
dropped. Thus, it is clear that one has various options 
i-n writing_ a compute_r. program -to realize this co·mputation 
- . e::,-1 procedure. The optimum .program depends ·entir~ly ~n _:t_p.e _____ __ :· __ ·· · · ------
·-···--· 
-- - --- --~----~---.....----




structures to which the computation is applied. . -
11 , 1/-1 . ,,. . 
_______ .. ' 
-- -- -- . - -- --- ---- .. -- - ----------------- -----' -;- -----·. ------'-·1-- ----- ----------- . 
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·--•-0•0'•-H·--· ._.....:~.--··--.. -' • ···--J"---·-··-·-----~- _ _,__ ··--·-t$.tio11 procedure need_· not~ be ca.rried out 'entirely in· thi·s · . ·.~.,. 
,, 
ma-nner.;· For examp).e, if a negligibl~ number-of new .atomic 
.- .': :, . : . R-clumps is added in the first.· k analytic co)Jlponents after .._ 
I.'·. ·1,.-. the nth analytic componellt, one·ma.y simply.use (n+k)(a). .. ... ...... . . ' ' . 
"'· 
• i ' . 
.(, 
_'); 
' • iJ,· . ., • 
·~· . -
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and perform connectedness tests on those clumps of cardi-
nality greater than n+k-lc This allows one to estimate 
most of the strong clumps in the (T,M) structureo 
Finally, it should be remarked that it is not always 
necessary to completely compute or even to estimate the 
class of all strong clumps. It may be sufficient to com-
pute only those with cardinality less than a certain fixe& 
value, depending upon the applicati·on, For example, such 
. - "'-1---""'-·''•''- ==--~-- ,....,..~-. --- .... _ . .,,_ .. - --




• a short-cut could be taken when using strong clumps in 
man-machine negotiation or in informal vocabulary contr61. 
It is probably through such partial computations in pi'lot 
programs that the practical value of stron$ .~lumps ~.s. _? __________ _ 
tool in· information retrieval niay··be· more definitely 
-ascertained. 
.! • , 
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